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Following a select committee investigation, Victorian Hansard was conceived
when the following amended motion was passed by the Legislative Assembly
on 23 June 1865:
That in the opinion of this house, provision should be made to secure a more accurate
report of the debates in Parliament, in the form of Hansard.

The sessional volume for the first sitting period of the Fifth Parliament, from
12 February to 10 April 1866, contains the following preface dated 11 April:
As a preface to the first volume of “Parliamentary Debates” (new series), it is not
inappropriate to state that prior to the Fifth Parliament of Victoria the newspapers of the
day virtually supplied the only records of the debates of the Legislature.
With the commencement of the Fifth Parliament, however, an independent report was
furnished by a special staff of reporters, and issued in weekly parts.
This volume contains the complete reports of the proceedings of both Houses during the
past session.

In 2016 the Hansard Unit of the Department of Parliamentary Services
continues the work begun 150 years ago of providing an accurate and complete
report of the proceedings of both houses of the Victorian Parliament.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Answers to the following questions on notice were circulated on the date shown.
Questions have been incorporated from the notice paper of the Legislative Council.
Answers have been incorporated in the form supplied by the departments on behalf of the appropriate ministers.
Headings reflect the portfolio of the minister answering the question.

Tuesday, 11 October 2016
Agriculture
4739.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Agriculture: In relation to your September 2015 overseas
travel to Japan and China:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(a)
(b)
(c)

did any Departmental official accompany you and your staff and if so, what was the cost and class
of their airfares paid;
what was the accommodation costs paid by the Department for the Departmental official;
what meetings, events or locations detailed in your travel report did the Departmental official
exclude themselves from during the trip;
what was the breakdown of the additional costs paid by the Department;
were you offered an upgrade on any leg of your flights, if so, did you accept that offer; and
did you claim Frequent Flyer (or any other alternative scheme) points as part of this travel and if
so, how many.

ANSWER:
Flights required to perform ministerial responsibilities are factored into the budget allocated to Departments.
Departments expenditure is published in their Annual Report. Guidelines for the use of flights are outlined in the
Victorian Public Sector Travel Principles, which is available online.

Public transport
5056.

MS HARTLAND — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Public Transport): In
relation to public transport concessions what was the total Victorian budget expenditure on provisions
of public transport concessions for each of the following financial years —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

2009-10;
2010-11;
2011-12;
2012-13;
2013-14; and
2014-15.

ANSWER:
The Andrews Labor Government is committed to ensuring that public transport is accessible and affordable for all
Victorians.
In relation to (a) to (d), I am informed that this information is publicly available at
http://www.parliament.vic.gov.au/paec/publications

(e)
(f)

Financial Year
2013-14
2014-15

$ millions
174.3
181.1
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Public transport
5057.

MS HARTLAND — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Public Transport): In
relation to public transport concessions what was the total number of recipients of public transport
concessions in each of the following financial years —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

2009-10;
2010-11;
2011-12;
2012-13;
2013-14; and
2014-15.

ANSWER:
The Andrews Labor Government is committed to ensuring that public transport is accessible and affordable for all
Victorians.
In relation to (a) to (e), I am informed that as at the date the question was raised this data was not readily available.
Financial
Year
(f)

2014-15

Total number of recipients
of public transport
concessions
2 855 002

Public transport
5058.

MS HARTLAND — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Public Transport ): In
relation to public transport concessions what number and/or percentage of 2014-15 concession
recipients were granted a concession due to possession of a —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

pensioner concession card;
DVA gold card;
health care card;
Victorian seniors card;
war veteran/war widow concession card;
Victorian public transport student concession card;
companion card; or
being a child under 17 years of age.

ANSWER:
The Andrews Labor Government is committed to ensuring that public transport is accessible and affordable for all
Victorians.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Concessions specifically
asked about
Pensioner Concession Card
DVA Gold Card
Health Care Card
Victorian Seniors Card

Estimated number of recipients of
public transport concessions
80 486
2614
37 528
649 761
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Concessions specifically
asked about
War Veteran/War Widow
Concession Card
Victorian Public Transport
Student Concession Card
Companion Card
Child under 17 years of age

(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
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Estimated number of recipients of
public transport concessions
713
245 416
Not Available
789 464

Agriculture
5137.

MR BARBER — To ask the Minister for Agriculture: Broken down by local government areas, what
is the number of Authority to Control Wildlife permits issued for Eastern Grey Kangaroos for each of
the following —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

2013;
2014;
2015; and
to date in 2016.

ANSWER:
Authority to Control Wildlife permits do not fall within my responsibilities as Minister for Agriculture.

Agriculture
5339.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Agriculture:
(a)
(b)

what was the Minister’s ‘Ministerial Office’ air travel expenditure from the beginning of calendar
year 1 January 2015 to 29 February 2016; and
what is the breakdown of that expenditure, including but not limited to, flight locations, individual
cost and type of class (i.e. first, premium economy or economy) of travel undertaken.

ANSWER:
As part of their duties ministers and relevant staff are required to travel using commercial airlines and may also use
chartered flights for some travel within Victoria.
Details of travel are uploaded to my department’s website:
http://economicdevelopment.vic.gov.au/our-ministers-and-parliamentary-secretaries/ministerialtravel-reports.

Regional development
5343.

MR DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Regional Development:
(a)
(b)

what was the Minister’s ‘Ministerial Office’ air travel expenditure from the beginning of calendar
year 1 January 2015 to 29 February 2016; and
what is the breakdown of that expenditure, including but not limited to, flight locations, individual
cost and type of class (i.e. first, premium economy or economy) of travel undertaken.

ANSWER:
As part of their duties ministers and relevant staff are required to travel using commercial airlines and may also use
chartered flights for some travel within Victoria.
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Details of travel are uploaded to my department’s website:
http://economicdevelopment.vic.gov.au/our-ministers-and-parliamentary-secretaries/ministerialtravel-reports.

Agriculture
5357.

MS BATH — To ask the Minister for Agriculture: In relation to the 2015-16 Victorian Budget:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Does the $5 million allocation for ‘Phasing Out Puppy Farms’ supersede the $6 million additional
funding agreement which the former Government negotiated with the RSPCA in October 2014.
Does this four year $5 million allocation include the historic $1 million of base funding which the
RSPCA has been receiving annually from the Victorian Government.
What are the annual Government funding allocation, actual or forecast, for the RSPCA for —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

2014-15;
2015-16;
2016-17;
2017-18; and
2018-19.

ANSWER:
I refer you to my answer to your previous question on notice number 593 regarding RSPCA funding.

Regional development
5836.

MS BATH — To ask the Minister for Regional Development: In relation to the sale of Rural Finance
Corporation which raised $460 million for Victoria, will you provide a detailed list of all projects,
including project details and exact funding amounts, which account for the spending of this
$460 million.

ANSWER:
Rural and regional Victoria is home to about one-quarter of Victoria’s population and plays a vital role in our
prosperity.
But under the Liberal-Nationals Coalition, regional Victoria was abandoned. Companies closed their doors, young
people couldn’t get a job, TAFE campuses were shut, roads crumbled and the health system was in crisis.
The Andrews Labor Government is getting regional Victoria back on track. We are investing in our regions to
make sure country Victorians have the services and support they need.
The Victorian Budget 2016-17 delivered the highest regional infrastructure investment on record.
With our investment, regional cities will start to rival Melbourne in the race for new jobs, businesses and residents.
They will become renowned centres for education, and arts and culture-drawing in visitors from across the country.
And they will be home to the industries of the future.
The Member may refer to www.budget.vic.gov.au to see how Labor is getting it done.

Women
6294.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for
Women): In relation to Recommendation 5.1 of the Inquiry into Abuse in Disability Services Report,
will the Victorian Government expand current programs and support new initiatives that are designed to
make support services and programs for the prevention of violence against women more responsive to,
and accessible for, women with disability.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The prevention of family violence requires consideration of the unique forms of family violence experience by
certain cohorts of women, including those with a disability. The Family Violence Action Plan being developed in
response to the Royal Commission into Family Violence will help to address the impact of this harm for people
with a disability.
In relation to the matters arising from the Inquiry into Abuse in Disability Services Report, the Member will need
to refer the question to the Minister for Housing, Disability and Aging.

Prevention of family violence
6298.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for the
Prevention of Family Violence): In relation to Recommendation 5.5 of the Inquiry into Abuse in
Disability Services Report, will the Victorian Government amend the Family Violence Protection Act
2008 (Vic) to ensure that people with disability living in supported residential accommodation are
covered by the legal definition of family violence and can access the Act’s protection mechanisms.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The prevention of family violence requires consideration of the unique forms of family violence experience by
certain cohorts of women, including those with a disability. The Family Violence Action Plan being developed in
response to the Royal Commission into Family Violence will help to address the impact of this harm for people
with a disability.
Abuse of people with a disability is abhorrent and it is important that we get the response right. The Government
will respond to the Disability Services Report within six months.

Prevention of family violence
6299.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for the
Prevention of Family Violence): In relation to Recommendation 5.6 of the Inquiry into Abuse in
Disability Services Report, will the Victorian Government adopt each of the recommendations (170
179) made in the Royal Commission into Family Violence Report 2016 that relate directly to people
with disability.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Andrew Labor Government has committed to implement all of the Commission’s recommendations. This
includes recommendations relating to people with a disability.
In relation to further matters arising from the Inquiry into Abuse in Disability Services Report, the Member will
need to refer the question to the Minister for Housing, Disability and Aging.

Police
6314.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Alexandra Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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(b)
(2)

Tuesday, 11 October 2016

of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6315.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Altona North Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
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– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6316.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Anglesea Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6317.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Apollo Bay Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6318.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Apsley Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.
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6319.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Ararat Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6320.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Ashburton Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
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– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6321.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Avoca Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6322.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Avondale Heights Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6323.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Axedale Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
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– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6324.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Bacchus Marsh Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6325.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Bairnsdale Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6326.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Ballan Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.
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MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Ballarat Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6328.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Balmoral Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
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– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6329.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Bannockburn Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a)
(b)

how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6330.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Beaufort Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
-Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling
arrangements for vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6331.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Beeac Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
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– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6332.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Beechworth Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6333.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Belgrave Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6334.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Bellarine Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.
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6335.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Benalla Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6336.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Bendigo Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
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– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6337.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Bendoc Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6338.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Bethanga Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6339.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Beulah Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
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– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6340.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Birchip Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6341.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Birregurra Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6342.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Boolarra Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.
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MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Boort Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6344.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Boronia Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
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– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6345.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Boroondara Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6346.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Box Hill Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6347.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Branxholme Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
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– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6348.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Briagolong Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6349.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Bridgewater Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6350.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Bright Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.
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6351.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Broadford Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6352.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Broadmeadows Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
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– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6353.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Brunswick Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6354.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Bruthen Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6355.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Buchan Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
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– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6356.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Buninyong Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6357.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Bunyip Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6358.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Burwood Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.
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6359.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Camberwell Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6360.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Camperdown Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
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– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6361.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Cann River Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6362.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Caroline Springs Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6363.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Carrum Downs Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
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– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6364.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Casterton Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6365.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Castlemaine Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6366.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Caulfield Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.
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MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Cavendish Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6368.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Charlton Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
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– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6369.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Chelsea Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6370.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Cheltenham Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6371.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Chiltern Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
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– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6372.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Churchill Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6373.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Clayton Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6374.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Clunes Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.
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MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Cobden Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6376.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Cobram Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
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– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6377.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Cohuna Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6378.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Colac Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6379.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Coleraine Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
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– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6380.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Collingwood Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6381.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Corio Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6382.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Corryong Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.
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6383.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Cowes Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6384.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Craigieburn Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
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– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6385.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Cranbourne Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6386.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Cressy Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6387.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Creswick Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
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– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6388.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Croydon Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6389.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Culgoa Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6390.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Dandenong Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.
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MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Dartmoor Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6392.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Daylesford Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
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– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6393.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Dederang Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6394.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Diamond Creek Police Station:
(1)
(a)

As at 30 November 2014 —
how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

As at 31 May 2016 —
how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6395.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Dimboola Police Station:
(1)
(a)

As at 30 November 2014 —
how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)
(a)

As at 31 May 2016 —
how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
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– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6396.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Donald Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6397.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Doncaster Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6398.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Dookie Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.
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Police
6399.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Dromana Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6400.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Drouin Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
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– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6401.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Drysdale Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6402.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Dunkeld Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6403.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Dunolly Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
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– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6404.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Eaglehawk Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6405.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Echuca Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6406.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Edenhope Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.
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MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Eildon Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6408.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Elmhurst Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
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– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6409.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Elmore Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6410.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Eltham Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6411.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Emerald Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
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– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6412.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Endeavour Hills Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6413.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Epping Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6414.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Euroa Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.
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Police
6415.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Falls Creek Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6416.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Fawkner Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
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– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6417.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Fitzroy Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6418.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Flemington Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6419.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Footscray Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
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– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6420.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Forrest Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6421.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Forest Hill Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6422.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Foster Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.
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MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Frankston Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6424.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Geelong Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
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– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6425.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Gisborne Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6426.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Glen Waverley Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6427.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Glenrowan Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
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– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6428.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Goornong Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6429.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Gordon Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6430.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Goroke Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.
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MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Greensborough Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6432.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Gunbower Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
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– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6433.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Halls Gap Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6434.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Hamilton Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6435.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Harrow Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
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– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6436.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Hastings Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6437.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Healesville Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6438.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Heathcote Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.
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MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Heidelberg Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6440.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Heyfield Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
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– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6441.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Heywood Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6442.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Hopetoun Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6443.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Horsham Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
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– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6445.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Hurstbridge Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6446.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Inglewood Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6447.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Inverleigh Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.
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6448.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Inverloch Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6449.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Jamieson Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
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– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6450.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Jeparit Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6451.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Kaniva Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6452.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Katamatite Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
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– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6453.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Keilor Downs Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6454.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Kerang Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6455.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Kilmore Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.
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MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Kinglake Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6457.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Knox Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
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– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6458.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Koo Wee Rup Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6459.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Koondrook Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6460.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Koroit Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
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– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6461.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Korumburra Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6462.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Kyabram Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6463.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Kyneton Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.
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MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Lake Boga Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6465.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Lake Bolac Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
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– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6466.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Lakes Entrance Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6467.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Lancefield Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6468.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Landsborough Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
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– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6469.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Lang Lang Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6470.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Lara Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6471.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Lavers Hill Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.
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MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Laverton Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6473.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Learmonth Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
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– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6474.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Leongatha Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6475.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Lexton Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6476.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Lilydale Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
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– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6477.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Linton Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6478.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Lismore Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6479.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Loch Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.
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MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Loch Sport Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6481.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Lorne Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
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– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6482.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Macarthur Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6483.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Macedon Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6484.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Maffra Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
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– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6485.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Maldon Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6486.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Mallacoota Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
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MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Malmsbury Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.
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MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Malvern Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6489.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Manangatang Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
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– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6490.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Mansfield Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6491.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Maryborough Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6492.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Marysville Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
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– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6493.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Meeniyan Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6494.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Melbourne Airport Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6495.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Melbourne East Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.
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MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Melbourne North Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6497.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Melbourne West, 313 Spencer Street Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
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– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6498.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Melton Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6499.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Merbein Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6500.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Meredith Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
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– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6501.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Merino Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6502.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Mildura Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6503.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Mill Park Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.
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MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Minyip Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6505.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Mirboo North Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
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– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6506.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Mitta Mitta Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6507.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Moe Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6508.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Monbulk Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
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– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6509.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Moonee Ponds Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6510.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Moorabbin Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6511.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Mooroolbark Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.
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6512.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Mooroopna Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6513.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Mordialloc Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
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– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6514.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Mornington Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6515.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Mortlake Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6516.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Morwell Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
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– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6517.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Mount Beauty Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6518.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Mount Buller Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6519.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Mount Evelyn Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.
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MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Mount Hotham Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6521.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Mount Waverley Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
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– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6522.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Moyhu Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6523.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Murchison Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6524.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Murrayville Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
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– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6525.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Murrumbeena Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6526.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Murtoa Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6527.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Myrtleford Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.
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MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Nagambie Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6529.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Narre Warren Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
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– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6530.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Nathalia Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6531.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Natimuk Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6532.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Neerim South Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
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– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6533.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Newstead Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6534.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Nhill Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6535.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at North Ballarat Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.
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MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Northcote Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6537.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Numurkah Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
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– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6538.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Nunawading Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6539.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Nyah Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6540.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Oakleigh Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
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– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6541.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Olinda Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6542.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Omeo Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6543.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Orbost Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.
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MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Ouyen Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6545.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Pakenham Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
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– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6546.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Penshurst Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6547.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Piangil Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6548.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Port Campbell Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
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– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6549.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Port Fairy Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6550.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Portarlington Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6551.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Portland Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.
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MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Prahran Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6553.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Preston Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
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– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6554.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Pyalong Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6555.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Pyramid Hill Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6556.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Quambatook Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
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– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6557.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Queenscliff Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6558.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Rainbow Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6559.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Rawson Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.
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MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Raywood Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6561.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Red Cliffs Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
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– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6562.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Reservoir Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6563.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Richmond Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6564.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Riddells Creek Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
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– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6565.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Ringwood Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6566.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Robinvale Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
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MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Rochester Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.
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MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Rokewood Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6569.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Romsey Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
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– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6570.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Rosebud Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6571.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Rosanna Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6572.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Rosedale Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
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– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6573.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Rowville Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6574.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Rupanyup Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6575.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Rushworth Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.
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MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Rutherglen Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6577.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Rye Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
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– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6578.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Sale Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6579.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at San Remo Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6580.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Bayside Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
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– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6581.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Sea Lake Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6582.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Serpentine Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
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MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Seymour Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.
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MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Shepparton Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6585.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Skipton Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
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– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6586.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Smythesdale Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6587.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Sorrento Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6588.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at South Melbourne Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
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– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6589.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Speed Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6590.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Springvale Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6591.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at St Arnaud Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.
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MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at St Kilda Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6593.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Stanhope Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
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– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6594.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Stawell Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6595.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Stratford Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6596.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Sunbury Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
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– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6597.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Sunshine Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6598.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Swan Hill Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6599.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Somerville Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.
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MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Swifts Creek Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6601.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Tallangatta Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
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– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6602.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Tangambalanga Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6603.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Tarnagulla Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6604.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Tatura Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
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– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6605.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Terang Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6606.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Timboon Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6607.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Tongala Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.
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MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Toora Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6609.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Torquay Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
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– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6610.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Trafalgar Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6611.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Traralgon Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6612.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Trentham Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
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– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6613.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Tungamah Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6614.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Underbool Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6615.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Victoria Police Centre, 637 Flinders St Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.
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Police
6616.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Violet Town Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6617.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Wallan Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
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– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6618.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Walwa Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6619.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Wangaratta Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6620.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Warburton Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
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– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6621.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Warracknabeal Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6622.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Warragul Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6623.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Warrandyte Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.
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Police
6624.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Warrnambool Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6625.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Waurn Ponds Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
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– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6626.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Wedderburn Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6627.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Werribee Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6628.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Werrimull Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
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– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6629.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Whitfield Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6630.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Whittlesea Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6631.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Willaura Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.
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Police
6632.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Williamstown Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6633.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Winchelsea Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
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– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6634.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Wodonga Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6635.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Wonthaggi Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6636.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Woodend Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
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– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6637.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Woods Point Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6638.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Woomelang Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6639.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Wycheproof Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.
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Police
6640.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Wyndham North Police Station:
(1)
(a)

As at 30 November 2014 —
how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)
(a)

As at 31 May 2016 —
how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6641.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Yackandandah Police Station:
(1)
(a)

As at 30 November 2014 —
how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)
(a)

As at 31 May 2016 —
how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
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– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6642.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Yarra Glen Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6643.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Yarra Junction Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6644.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Yarram Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
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– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6645.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Yarrawonga Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
6646.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police): In
relation to Victoria Police, at Yea Police Station:
(1)

As at 30 November 2014 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
(b) of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

(2)

As at 31 May 2016 —
(a) how many operational general duties vehicles were allocated to the station; and
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of the operational general duties vehicles allocated, how many were defined as ‘Divisional
Vans’.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
– Not all Victoria Police Stations are assigned motor vehicles. In some areas, clustering / pooling arrangements for
vehicle use are in place.
– Victoria Police fleet vehicles are regularly internally transferred between police stations, including to meet
seasonal demand, and to other operational units, such as Highway Patrol, divisional Criminal Investigation Units
and central command groups. They can also be interchanged with unmarked vehicles where there is a required
need in a particular location.
– In many Victorian locations a divisional van may not be the preferred motor vehicle for the location / terrain /
duties of police members. For example, a 4WD may be more appropriate for the specific locational
requirements.
– There are also regular fluctuations in vehicle numbers throughout the year, including when vehicles are being
replaced and have been decommissioned and awaiting replacement, but that overall the Victoria Police total
vehicle fleet has grown in size in the period between 30 November 2014 and 31 May 2016.

Police
7012.

MR O’DONOHUE — to ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police):
(a)

how many female prisoners were held in police cells at 7am on the following dates —
(1) 06 June 2016
(2) 13 June 2016
(3) 20 June 2016
(4) 27 June 2016
(5) 04 July 2016
(6) 11 July 2016
(7) 18 July 2016
(8) 25 July 2016

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
There were 7 female prisoners in police cells at 7am on 30 June 2016. There were 5 female prisoners in police cells
at 7am on 31 July 2016.

Police
7013.

MR O’DONOHUE — to ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police):
(a)

how many male prisoners were held in police cells at 7am on the following dates —
(1) 06 June 2016
(2) 13 June 2016
(3) 20 June 2016
(4) 27 June 2016
(5) 04 July 2016
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11 July 2016
18 July 2016
25 July 2016

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
There were 164 male prisoners in police cells at 7 am on 30 June 2016. There were 180 male prisoners, in police
cells at 7am on 31 July 2016.

Corrections
7014.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Corrections: in relation to all Victorian prisons and
other facilities managed by Corrections Victoria between the period of 1 June and 30 June 2016 —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

how many items of contraband have been seized from prisoners;
how many items of contraband have been seized from visitors;
what items of contraband have been detected in relation to prisoners and how many instances has
each item been detected;
what items of contraband has been detected in relation to visitors and how many instances has
each item been detected;
how many cell searches for contraband have been undertaken and how many items of contraband
have been seized in each search; and
how many times have dog squads been used in contraband searches at the facility.

ANSWER:
I am advised that between the period of 1 June and 30 June 2016:
(a)

441

(b)

32

(c)

14 x illicit drug items; 112 x non-prescribed drugs; 95 x sharp implements and tools; 7 x electronic devices;
172 x alcohol and smoking related items; 41 x other.

(d)

13 x illicit drug items, 2 x non-prescribed drugs; 2 x sharp implements and tools; 1 x electronic devices; 8 x
alcohol and smoking related items; 6 x other.

(e)

6671

(f)

37142

NOTE:
(e)¹ The total number of cell searches reported relates only to searches conducted by the Security and Emergency
Services Group. Prisons also conduct their own searches, however this information is not collected electronically.
Contraband seizures are not electronically recorded against individual cell searches.
(f)² While Security and Emergency Services Group canines are available for searches, the system is unable to
collate every occasion upon which a canine has been utilised during a search. This figure is therefore calculated on
searches that always utilise canines, being the following–prison Passive Alert Detection Dog (PADD), staff PADD,
visitor PADD, prison and mail property–as conducted by the Security and Emergency Services Group at each
location. PADD searches may be on a person, area, property or combination.
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Corrections
7015.

MR O’DONOHUE — To ask the Minister for Corrections: in relation to all Victorian prisons and
other facilities managed by Corrections Victoria between the period of 1 July and 31 July 2016 —
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

how many items of contraband have been seized from prisoners;
how many items of contraband have been seized from visitors;
what items of contraband have been detected in relation to prisoners and how many instances has
each item been detected;
what items of contraband has been detected in relation to visitors and how many instances has
each item been detected;
how many cell searches for contraband have been undertaken and how many items of contraband
have been seized in each search; and
how many times have dog squads been used in contraband searches at the facility.

ANSWER:
I am advised that between the period of 1 July and 31 July 2016:
(a)

402

(b)

40

(c)

14 x illicit drug items; 94 x non-prescribed drugs; 93 x sharp implements and tools; 12 x electronic devices;
164 x alcohol and smoking related items; 25 x other.

(d)

10 x illicit drug items; 4 x non-prescribed drugs; 5 x sharp implements and tools; 1 x electronic devices; 17 x
alcohol and smoking related items; 3 x other.

Families and children
7025.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children in relation to the recruitment of foster
carers: since the Government announcement in February 2015 to recruit more foster carers —
(1)
(2)

how many new foster carers have been recruited;
how many foster carers were registered in Victoria as of:
(a)
(b)
(c)

(3)

31 December 2014;
31 December 2015; and
30 June 2016.

how many foster carers left the system between 31 December 2014 and 30 June 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Andrews Labor Government is committed to making a difference to the lives of all children. Finding suitable
foster carers for children and young people is an ongoing challenge; a challenge that the previous Coalition
Government ignored.
Despite losing more foster carers from the system than were entering, the former Coalition government had no
strategy or coordinated approach to attracting, recruiting and retaining carers. This function was undertaken by each
individual foster care agency in Victoria.
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Last year, I announced $3.2 million towards a foster care recruitment and retention strategy. This has enabled 26
foster care agencies in Victoria to come together for the very first time under one centralised approach to the
attraction and recruitment of foster carers.
The campaign has attracted over 1000 new enquiries (a 173% increase) from people interested in providing foster
care. New carers are currently completing the accreditation process into the coming months. Data relating to carers
leaving the system is currently kept by individual agencies.
The Andrews Labor Government’s first budget provided $31.4 million over four years to improve financial support
for carers–the first increase in a decade. Increased payments began from 1 January 2016.
The 2016-17 Victorian Budget further invested $16.2 million to provide increased support for carers and children.
This initiative addresses barriers to the recruitment and retention of foster, kinship and permanent carers by
providing additional funding to support the children with the most complex needs.
The Government is committed to home based care in Victoria and work in this area did not start or end with the
launch of Fostering Connections, it is ongoing work.

Families and children
7027.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children in relation to the Category 1 incident
data report for Child Protection and Family Services during Quarter 4, 2015-16 (April, May and June
2016)–Other incident types: of the 449 other incident types —
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

how have all the ‘other incident types’ been defined;
what were the top five incident types;
how many incidents were recorded in each of the top five incident types;
were any ‘other incident types’ reported to the police; and
was an ambulance called or external medical assistance required as a result.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Incidents recorded as ‘other incident types’ are already described on the Department’s website.
Incident reporting data is a snapshot in time of allegations made by clients of the Department of Health and Human
Services. They are recorded and remain as incidents regardless of whether further information becomes available to
substantiate or disprove an event. Incident reports include disclosures of historic abuse and assault that were alleged
to have occurred before a client entered state care.
Where there is an allegation, it is met with a strong response that includes medical attention (should this be
required), a report to police if it involves an allegation of physical or sexual abuse or a client is a victim of a crime,
and counselling and support being offered to all parties.

Families and children
7030.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children in relation to the Category 1 incident
data report for Child Protection and Family Services during Quarter 4, 2015-16 (April, May and June
2016)–Behaviour: of the 286 behaviour incidents —
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

define the top five behaviour types;
how many runaways or absconding incidents were recorded;
how many school truancy incidents were recorded;
how many acts of aggression between clients were recorded; and
how many acts of sexual exploitation between clients were recorded.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Data relating to Category One incidents for Child Protection and Family Services in Quarter 4 2015-16 is available
on the Department of Health and Human Services website.
Incident reporting data is a snapshot in time of allegations made by clients of the Department of Health and Human
Services. They are recorded and remain as incidents regardless of whether further information becomes available to
substantiate or disprove an event. Incident reports include disclosures of historic abuse and assault that were alleged
to have occurred before a client entered state care.
Category One incidents are the most serious incidents and include incidents such as death of clients, allegations of
physical or sexual assault and serious client behavioural issues that impact on client or staff safety.
Where there is an allegation, it is met with a strong response that includes medical attention (should this be
required), a report to police if it involves an allegation of physical or sexual abuse or a client is a victim of a crime,
and counselling and support being offered to all parties.
As funded in the 2015-16 Budget, four specialised child protection workers have been employed to target the
sexual exploitation of children in out of home care. These specialised positions have been established for the first
time under the Andrews Labor Government.
These positions follow the Government’s announcement in February 2015, of a range of immediate
actions to improve the safety and wellbeing of Victorian children and young people in out of home care.
This includes $16 million to increase staff in standard residential care units, including stand-up overnight
staff and for the first time, $1.5 million for spot audits of residential care facilities.
There is more data publicly available now than was ever the case under the previous Coalition Government.

Families and children
7031.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children in relation to spot audits of residential
care facilities, in the 2015-16 financial year —
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

how many spot audits were conducted;
how many reports found that residential care units required maintenance;
how many reports found that residential units should be closed down;
how many reports found unacceptable staff behaviour;
how many reports recommended moving children from the unit;
what were the top five incidents reported; and
how much was expended on spot audits.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In March 2014, the Victorian Auditor General found that “…there has been a fundamental failure to oversee and
ensure the safety of children in residential care.” At a time when serious issues relating to residential care facilities
was made public, the former Coalition Government failed to take measures to keep children living in residential
care safe.
In February 2015, the Andrews Labor Government introduced spot audits for the first time in residential care to
improve the safety and care quality of children and young people living in those units. There was $1.5 million
allocated towards spot audits of residential care facilities to ensure the highest standards of care in units managed
by non-government agencies.
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Audit officers will look at relevant documentation in addition to observing practice and staffto-client interactions.
They speak to all of the children and young people in the residential unit, if the children and young people are
willing to do so. Any complaint by a young person would be followed up by the appropriate action.
Common themes from the spot audits included, complaints and feedback processes, incident reporting, medication
administration, staff training and recruitment.
All Victorian residential care units have been audited at least once. Follow up audits are being
completed where required.
All residential units are subject to departmental incident reporting requirements. This is in addition to
spot audits

Families and children
7033.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children in relation to the funding of
residential care —
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

In the 2015 calendar year, how many DHHS programs had funding reduced due to redirecting of
funds to meet residential care services needs;
in the 2015-16 financial year, how many DHHS programs had funding reduced due to redirecting
of funds to meet residential care services needs;
in the 2015-16 financial year, how much was expended on Targeted Care Packages (TCPs);
what is the breakdown of the $35.9 million allocated to providing overnight staffing in residential
care services;
how much of the $35.9 million allocated for overnight staffing in residential care facilities is being
provided to Community Service Organisations;
in the 2015-16 financial year, how much of the $35.9 million allocated for overnight staffing in
residential care facilities was expended; and
in the 2015-16 financial year, what was the budget deficit for the out-of-home care system.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In March 2014, the Victorian Auditor-General found that”. there has been a fundamental failure to oversee and
ensure the safety of children in residential care.” At a time when serious issues relating to residential care facilities
was made public, the former Coalition Government failed to take measures to keep children living in residential
care safe.
In June 2016, the Victorian Auditor General tabled an audit following up on recommendations made from the 2014
audit. It was noted again that “the 2014 audit found that the residential care system had been operating over
capacity and was unable to meet the needs of children. As a result, the Department had to buy additional capacity
or contingency places known as ‘unfunded contingency placements’ at a cost of $24 million in 2012-13.”
As identified by the Auditor-General in his 2014 report, this frequently involved children being placed in motels or
caravans. It was also found that funding for these placements came from other Department programs, including for
example, the Health and Education Assessment Initiative, the Cradle to Kinder Program and the development of
family violence risk assessment tools.
In stark contrast to the practices of the previous Coalition Government, no funding was reduced from DHHS
programs to meet residential care services needs in 2015-16. The total cost of the out of home care system was
included in the Department’s appropriated budget for 2015-16.
The entire $35.9 million allocated for overnight staffing in residential care facilities will be allocated to funded
organisations delivering residential care services.
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As this funding was provided in the 2016-17 Victorian Budget, it could not possibly have been expended in the
2015-16 financial year.

Families and children
7034.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children in relation to the $16 million funded
by the former government to introduce overnight staffing, how much was expended in the 2015-16
financial year.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The former Coalition Government did not allocate $16 million to introduce overnight staffing in residential care
units. This funding has been fully expended.
The 2016-17 Victorian Budget provides a further $35.9 million over the next two years to continue and expand
funding in residential care to provide additional over-night staff and safety plans for all residential care units.

Families and children
7035.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children in relation to answers received for
Questions on Notice 5068, 5069 and 5070 asked on 8 March 2016, the government has provided $16m
(funded by the former government) and $35.9 million to Community Service Organisations for
overnight staff for residential care units but does not know how many overnight staff have been
employed, how many residential care units now provide overnight staff or how many residential care
units do not have at least two staff members on duty each night. In relation to these staffing levels in
residential care facilities —
(1)
(2)

(3)

what proof of additional staffing levels implemented does DHHS require from Community
Service Organisations to have received $35.9 million across Victoria;
is there an additional reporting requirement for Community Service Organisations to complete on
receipt of funds from the $35.9 million provided for the employment of overnight staff in
residential care units; and
how can the government guarantee that there is an overnight staff member in all of Victoria’s
residential care facilities.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
It is sad that the Member is seeking to claim credit for the $16 million allocated to overnight staff in residential care
units by the Andrews Labor Government.
On coming to office in December 2014, it quickly became clear that the previous Minister had failed to spend the
millions that had been allocated to vulnerable children and families in the 2013-14 Budget.
It is simply unconscionable that the former Coalition Government did not spend this funding to keep children safe
from abuse and neglect but re-announced it again in 2014.
It is no wonder the Victorian Auditor-General in his 2014 Report into Residential Care found that there had been “a
fundamental failure to oversee and ensure the safety of children in residential care.”
Funding supports the improved safety and supervision of children and young people living in residential care,
including mandatory overnight staffing requirements. These requirements are set out in the residential care program
requirements, which form part of the service agreements with community service organisations for the delivery of
residential care services.
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The use of overnight staff is monitored through the Department’s contract management processes as well as
through spot audits announced by the Government in February 2015.

Families and children
7036.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children in relation to children from
residential care who have transferred into other homing arrangements, of the 190 children as stated in a
3 August 2016 media release, how many transferred into —
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(a)

kinship care;
foster care;
back to parents’ care;
other arrangements;
if there were other arrangements, what were they.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In March 2014, the Victorian Auditor-General found that “…there has been a fundamental failure to oversee and
ensure the safety of children in residential care.” At a time when serious issues relating to residential care facilities
was made public, the former Coalition Government failed to take measures to keep children living in residential
care safe.
In June 2016, the Victorian Auditor General tabled an audit following up on recommendations made from the 2014
audit, Residential Care Services for children.
This report noted again that “the 2014 audit found that the residential care system had been operating over capacity
and was unable to meet the needs of children. As a result, the Department had to buy additional capacity or
contingency places known as ‘unfunded contingency placements’ at a cost of $24 million in 2012-13.”
The 2016 report identified that the former Coalition Government focused on expanding the capacity of the
residential care system while the Andrews Labor Government has acted to address systemic issues in the residential
care model through developing new models of care to address the needs of children and young people with the
most complex needs.
In March 2015, the Andrews Labor Government announced $43 million for Targeted Care Packages which aim to
move children out of residential care into home-based care. These packages are an innovative and flexible solution
that will lead to better supported placements and better life outcomes for the children and young people in care. An
additional $19 million was also provided to support children and young people and their families or carers to
prevent them from needing to enter residential care.
All of the 190 children referred to in the 3 August 2016 media release were in either kinship care, foster care, had
been supported to return home, or supported through independent living arrangements, lead tenant arrangements or
transitional housing.

Families and children
7037.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children in relation to reports of sexual or
physical abuse against children in the care of DHHS, in the 2015-16 financial year, how many reports
did the Department receive.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
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Incident reporting data is a snapshot in time of allegations made by clients of the Department of Health and Human
Services. They are recorded and remain as incidents regardless of whether further information becomes available to
substantiate or disprove an event. Incident reports include disclosures of historic abuse and assault that were alleged
to have occurred before a client entered state care.
Category One incidents are the most serious incidents and include incidents such as death of clients; allegations of
physical or sexual assault; and serious client behavioural issues that impact on client or staff safety.
Quarterly data in relation to Category One incidents is published on the Department’s website.

Families and children
7038.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children in relation to the Commission
Review Committee into child death inquiry reports reviewed in 2014-15, as at 30 June 2016 —
(1)
(2)

have all ten recommendations been completed; and
how many recommendations are still underway.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
I refer the Member to my response to Questions on Notice 5100 and 5101.

Families and children
7039.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children in relation to the 200 child protection
workers employed as reported in the 12 May 2016 media release ‘More child protection workers to
keep kids safe’ —
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

how many of the 200 child protection workers were filling old vacancies;
how many were filling newly created positions;
how many child protection workers resigned or left the employ of child protection in 2015;
how many child protection workers resigned or left the employ of child protection in the 2015-16
financial year; and
how many child protection practitioner positions were yet to be filled as at 30 June 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Data relating to the employment of child protection workers is published in the Department’s Annual Report.
The Andrews Labor Government’s first Budget included the state’s biggest ever boost to the child protection
workforce. Since then, nearly 300 child protection workers have been hired in Victoria–exceeding the recruitment
target of 148.

Families and children
7041.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: how many runaway children from
residential care home or units were returned from interstate in 2015.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
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This information is contained in individual client records. A manual review of every client record would be
required to provide this information.

Families and children
7042.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children in relation to the number of children
entering residential care in 2015 who did not receive a Health and Education Assessment, is the answer
to Question on Notice number 5126 asked on 8 March 2016 stating that DHHS does not know this
information and a manual review of each client record would be required to know the extent of the
children missing out on Health and Education Assessments in residential care correct.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
1 refer the Member to my response to Question on Notice 5126, which clearly states that this information is
contained in individual–client records and a manual review of every client record would be required to provide this
information.
The Department of Health & Human Services has a number of mechanisms in place to support the provision of
health and education assessments. As part of the Health and Education Assessment Initiative, there are eight Health
and Education Coordinators across the State with responsibility for initiating and managing timely health and
education assessments, coordinating treatment and support packages, and supporting compliance with obligations
relating to health and education supports for children in out of home care.
Only $6.4 million of the original $12.8 million allocated between 2011-12 to 2014-15 was expended on the Health
and Education Assessment Initiative (HEAT). Over $4 million of the remaining HEAT budget was reprioritised by
the previous Coalition Government.
In 2014, the Victorian Auditor-General found that $3.4 million of the HEAT was cost-shifted towards purchasing
additional capacity for the residential care system. It also found that placements that had not been budgeted for
generally led to poorer outcomes for children.
The Andrews Labor Government is committed to improving the health and education outcomes for children and
young people in out of home care in Victoria.
We have established new LOOKOUT Education Support Centres to help ensure vulnerable children and young
people in out of home care stay remain engaged in education.
As part of the initiative, the Government will provide $13.2 million over four years and $4.8 million ongoing from
2019-20 to establish the centres to help about 6000 vulnerable children and young people in out of home care
overcome the challenges they face in education and training.
The new LOOKOUT centres will work with schools and carers to advocate for, and protect, the rights and interests
of school-aged children and young people in Victoria who are in out of home care.

Families and children
7043.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: during the six months from
January-June 2016, how many children aged 15 years or below transitioned into a lead tenant care unit.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
During the six months from January-June 2016, one child aged 15 years or below transitioned into a lead tenant
care unit. This child was within two months of turning 16 years of age.
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The Program requirements for lead tenant services in Victoria: September 2014 detail the broad target group and
eligibility criteria for lead tenant care as including young people:
– Are at least 15 years and 9 months at the time of referral to enable transition by 16 years of age.
– Have been identified by the Community Service Organisation delivering the program or the division as being
ready to progress to a semi-independent living arrangement.

Families and children
7047.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children in relation to Aboriginal youths in
detention in Victoria and on remand waiting to be sentenced, how many were there at —
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

30 June 2015;
30 September 2015;
31 December 2015;
30 March 2016; and
30 June 2016.

ANSWER:
Data relating to young people in youth justice facilities on remand is contained in the Youth Parole Board Annual
Report.
The Andrews Labor Government is taking action to address the over representation of Aboriginal young people in
the youth justice system. The 2016-17 Victorian Budget included $1.1 million for the Koori Youth Justice Program
to expand its Koori-based early intervention work, which is coordinated with the Aboriginal community as well as
$875 000 for the development of an Aboriginal youth mentoring program, providing support for vulnerable young
Aboriginal people.
I also recently announced $1.2 million for Aboriginal controlled organisations to coordinate Aboriginal Youth
Support Service programs in North East Melbourne and the Mallee.
For the first time, an Aboriginal Youth Support Service will work closely with young Aboriginal people to address
anti-social behaviour and identify positive alternatives. The service will link young Aboriginal people with
education or training, manage alcohol or drug abuse and address challenging family relationships.

Families and children
7048.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children in relation to children leaving
residential care home and units and staying in motels while waiting for more permanent housing
arrangements to be found—
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

how many children had a stay of one night or more in a motel under DHHS’s North Division;
how many children had a stay of one night or more in a motel under DHHS’s South Division;
how many children had a stay of one night or more in a motel under DHHS’s East Division;
how many children had a stay of one night or more in a motel under DHHS’s West Division;
how many children had a stay of fourteen nights or more in a motel under DHHS’s North
Division;
how many children had a stay of fourteen nights or more in a motel under DHHS’s South
Division;
how many children had a stay of fourteen nights or more in a motel under DHHS’s East Division;
how many children had a stay of fourteen nights or more in a motel under DHHS’s West
Division;
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(9) what is the longest period of time a child under DHHS in Victoria has stayed in a motel; and
(10) as at 30 June 2016 how many children were staying in motels.
ANSWER:
I am informed that:
This information is contained in individual client records. A manual review of every client record would be
required to provide this information.
Unlike what occurred under the previous Coalition Government, children and young people are not routinely
moved from residential care units to motels while waiting for more permanent housing arrangements to be found.
In June 2016, the Victorian Auditor General tabled an audit following up on recommendations made from the 2014
audit. It was noted again that “the 2014 audit found that the residential care system had been operating over
capacity and was unable to meet the needs of children. As a result, the Department had to buy additional capacity
or contingency places known as ‘unfunded contingency placements’ at a cost of $24 million in 2012-13.”
As identified by the Auditor-General in his 2014 report, this frequently involved children being placed in motels or
caravans. It was also found that funding for these placements came from other Department programs, including for
example, the Health and Education Assessment Initiative, the Cradle to Kinder Program and the development of
family violence risk assessment tools.
In March 2015, the Andrews Labor Government announced $43 million for Targeted Care Packages which aim to
move children out of residential care and into home-based care. These packages are an innovative and flexible
solution that will lead to better supported placements and better life outcomes for the children and young people in
care.
A further $19 million was allocated in October 2015 with a view to preventing children and young people coming
into residential care in the first place.
These, and other, residential care improvements are a key component of the Andrews Labor Government’s
Roadmap to Reform, which is shifting our focus from crisis management to prevention and early intervention.

Families and children
7049.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children in relation to services for children
under the care of child protection and in out-of-home care: what was the waiting list time period to
receive the following services —
(1)

sexual assault or trauma counselling, as at:
(a) 31 December 2014;
(b) 30 June 2015;
(c) 31 December 2015; and
(d) 30 June 2016;

(2)

mental health counselling, as at:
(a) 31 December 2014;
(b) 30 June 2015;
(c) 31 December 2015; and
(d) 30 June 2016;

(3)

dental health counselling, as at:
(a) 31 December 2014;
(b) 30 June 2015;
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31 December 2015; and
30 June 2016;

(4)

alcohol and drug counselling, as at:
(a) 31 December 2014;
(b) 30 June 2015;
(c) 31 December 2015; and
(d) 30 June 2016; and

(5)

alcohol and drug rehabilitation, as at:
(a) 31 December 2014;
(b) 30 June 2015;
(c) 31 December 2015; and
(d) 30 June 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
This information is contained in individual client records. A manual review of every client record would be
required to provide this information.

Families and children
7053.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children in relation to children known to child
protection who were diagnosed with notifiable diseases, between 1 January–31 December 2015 how
many were diagnosed with —
(1)

hepatitis C:
(a) between 0-4 years of age;
(b) between 5-9 years of age;
(c) between 10-14 years of age; and
(d) between 15-17 years of age;

(2)

hepatitis B
(a) between 0-4 years of age;
(b) between 5-9 years of age;
(c) between 10-14 years of age; and
(d) between 15-17 years of age;

(3)

gonococcal infection:
(a) between 0-4 years of age;
(b) between 5-9 years of age;
(c) between 10-14 years of age; and
(d) between 15-17 years of age;

(4)

syphilis infection:
(a) between 0-4 years of age;
(b) between 5-9 years of age;
(c) between 10-14 years of age; and
(d) between 15-17 years of age; and
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being HIV positive:
(a) between 0-4 years of age;
(b) between 5-9 years of age;
(c) between 10-14 years of age; and
(d) between 15-17 years of age.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
This information is contained in individual client records. A manual review of every client record would be
required to provide this information.

Families and children
7054.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children in relation to children and teens
known to child protection who had an abortion between 1 January–31 December 2015, how many
were —
(1)
(2)

between 11-14 years of age; and
between 15-17 years of age.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
This information is contained in individual client records. A manual review of every client record would be
required to provide this information.

Families and children
7055.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children in relation to children and teens
known to child protection between 1 January–31 December 2015, how many —
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

between 11-14 years of age gave birth to a child;
between 11-14 years of age fathered a child;
between 15-17 years of age gave birth to a child; and
between 15-17 years of age fathered a child.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
This information is contained in individual client records. A manual review of every client record would be
required to provide this information.

Families and children
7056.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children in relation to ambulance callouts to
attend a residential house or unit, how many callouts occurred between —
(1)
(2)
(3)

January–June 2015;
July–December 2015; and
January–June 2016.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Data relating to ambulance attendances at residential premises in Victoria are a matter for the Minister for
Ambulance Services.

Families and children
7057.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children in relation to children living in
out-of-home residential care, aged between children living in out-of-home residential care, aged
between 5-10 years old, how many were expelled from schools between—
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

January–March 2015;
April–June 2015;
July–September 2015;
October–December 2015;
January–March 2016; and
April–June 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
This information is contained in individual client records. A manual review of every client record would be
required to provide this information.
The Andrews Labor Government is committed to improving educational outcomes for children and young people
in out of home care in Victoria.
We have established new LOOKOUT Education Support Centres to help ensure vulnerable children and young
people in out of home care remain engaged in education.
As part of the initiative, the Government will provide $13.2 million over four years and $4.8 million ongoing from
2019-20 to establish the centres to help about 6000 vulnerable children and young people in out of home care
overcome the challenges they face in education and training.
The new LOOKOUT centres will work with schools and carers to advocate for, and protect, the rights and interests
of school-aged children and young people in Victoria who are in out of home care.

Families and children
7058.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children in relation to children living in
out-of-home residential care, aged between children living in out-of-home residential care, aged
between 11-14 years old, how many were expelled from schools between—
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

January–March 2015;
April–June 2015;
July–September 2015;
October–December 2015;
January–March 2016; and
April–June 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
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This information is contained in individual client records. A manual review of every client record would be
required to provide this information.
The Andrews Labor Government is committed to improving educational outcomes for children and young people
in out of home care in Victoria.
We have established new LOOKOUT Education Support Centres to help ensure vulnerable children and young
people in out of home care remain engaged in education.
As part of the initiative, the Government will provide $13.2 million over four years and $4.8 million ongoing from
2019-20 to establish the centres to help about 6000 vulnerable children and young people in out of home care
overcome the challenges they face in education and training.
The new LOOKOUT centres will work with schools and carers to advocate for, and protect, the rights and interests
of school-aged children and young people in Victoria who are in out of home care.

Families and children
7059.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children in relation to children living in
out-of-home residential care, aged between children living in out-of-home residential care, aged
between 15-17 years old, how many were expelled from schools between—
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

January–March 2015;
April–June 2015;
July–September 2015;
October–December 2015;
January–March 2016; and
April–June 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
This information is contained in individual client records. A manual review of every client record would be
required to provide this information.
The Andrews Labor Government is committed to improving educational outcomes for children and young people
in out of home care in Victoria.
We have established new LOOKOUT Education Support Centres to help ensure vulnerable children and young
people in out of home care remain engaged in education.
As part of the initiative, the Government will provide $13.2 million over four years and $4.8 million ongoing from
2019-20 to establish the centres to help about 6000 vulnerable children and young people in out of home care
overcome the challenges they face in education and training.
The new LOOKOUT centres will work with schools and carers to advocate for, and protect, the rights and interests
of school-aged children and young people in Victoria who are in out of home care.

Families and children
7060.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children in relation to children living in
out-of-home residential care, aged between children living in out-of-home residential care, aged
between 5-10 years old, how many were suspended from schools between—
(1)
(2)

January–March 2015;
April–June 2015;
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July–September 2015;
October–December 2015;
January–March 2016; and
April–June 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
This information is contained in individual client records. A manual review of every client record would be
required to provide this information.
The Andrews Labor Government is committed to improving educational outcomes for children and young people
in out of home care in Victoria.
We have established new LOOKOUT Education Support Centres to help ensure vulnerable children and young
people in out of home care remain engaged in education.
As part of the initiative, the Government will provide $13.2 million over four years and $4.8 million ongoing from
2019-20 to establish the centres to help about 6000 vulnerable children and young people in out of home care
overcome the challenges they face in education and training.
The new LOOKOUT centres will work with schools and carers to advocate for, and protect, the rights and interests
of school-aged children and young people in Victoria who are in out of home care.

Families and children
7061.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children in relation to children living in
out-of-home residential care, aged between children living in out-of-home residential care, aged
between 11-14 years old, how many were suspended from schools between—
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

January–March 2015;
April–June 2015;
July–September 2015;
October–December 2015;
January–March 2016; and
April–June 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
This information is contained in individual client records. A manual review of every client record would be
required to provide this information.
The Andrews Labor Government is committed to improving educational outcomes for children and young people
in out of home care in Victoria.
We have established new LOOKOUT Education Support Centres to help ensure vulnerable children and young
people in out of home care remain engaged in education.
As part of the initiative, the Government will provide $13.2 million over four years and $4.8 million ongoing from
2019-20 to establish the centres to help about 6000 vulnerable children and young people in out of home care
overcome the challenges they face in education and training.
The new LOOKOUT centres will work with schools and carers to advocate for, and protect, the rights and interests
of school-aged children and young people in Victoria who are in out of home care.
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Families and children
7062.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children in relation to children living in
out-of-home residential care, aged between children living in out-of-home residential care, aged
between 15-17 years old, how many were suspended from schools between—
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

January–March 2015;
April–June 2015;
July–September 2015;
October–December 2015;
January–March 2016; and
April–June 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
This information is contained in individual client records. A manual review of every client record would be
required to provide this information.
The Andrews Labor Government is committed to improving educational outcomes for children and young people
in out of home care in Victoria.
We have established new LOOKOUT Education Support Centres to help ensure vulnerable children and young
people in out of home care remain engaged in education.
As part of the initiative, the Government will provide $13.2 million over four years and $4.8 million ongoing from
2019-20 to establish the centres to help about 6000 vulnerable children and young people in out of home care
overcome the challenges they face in education and training.
The new LOOKOUT centres will work with schools and carers to advocate for, and protect, the rights and interests
of school-aged children and young people in Victoria who are in out of home care.

Police
7064.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Police) in relation to
the answer provided to Question on Notice number 5427 that ‘it is not possible to identify the offences
recorded by Victoria Police that relate to the number of children in residential care, as the location type
specific to residential care is not recorded by Victoria Police’ is any data provided to DHHS when a
child living in residential care commits a crime.

ANSWER:
Victoria Police has local reporting arrangements in place and continues to work with Department of Health and
Human Services (DHHS) around information sharing.

Aboriginal affairs
7065.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Small Business, Innovation and Trade (for the Minister for
Aboriginal Affairs) —
(1)
(2)

of the $1.3 million allocated to Reducing Aboriginal Family Violence in the 2015-16 budget, how
much was expended as at 30 June 2016; and
when will the completed mid-term evaluation progress under the Indigenous Family Violence 10
Year Plan: Strong Culture, Strong Peoples and Strong Families be released.
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ANSWER:
(1)

I am advised that expenditure related to the 2015-2016 budget will be reported through existing budget
processes.

(2)

I am advised that the mid-term evaluation of the Indigenous Family Violence 10 Year Plan: Strong Culture,
Strong Peoples, and Strong Families was published on the Department of Premier and Cabinet website on
10 May 2016.

Health
7066.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for
Health): In relation to the use of Electroconvulsive Therapy (ECT) in Victoria in the past 12 months:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

how many adults received ECT;
how many children received ECT;
how many treatments on average did adults/children receive;
what is the maximum number of ECT treatments that adults/children received;
how many adults gave informed consent to ECT;
how many children gave informed consent to ECT;
how many treatment orders for ECT went through the Mental Health Tribunal; and
how many treatment orders for ECT went to the Mental Health Tribunal but were rejected.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Minister for Mental Health has portfolio responsibility for these matters. I have referred the question to
Minister Foley and requested that he respond to you directly.

Ambulance services
7077.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for
Ambulance Services): what is the total number of visits by ambulances to the Fertility Control Clinic in
East Melbourne in the past financial year.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Ambulance and patient transport services are provided by a wide range of providers. Ambulance Victoria provides
emergency ambulance transport and non-emergency patient transport for the Victorian public. However, in
addition to Ambulance Victoria there are numerous non-emergency patient transport providers who provide
services for patients requiring clinical monitoring or supervision during transport. The non-emergency patient
transport providers are private companies and non-government organisations often engaged by private entities such
as private day procedure centres. Private providers are not required to report attendances to the State Government.
Given this, it is not possible to identify the number of visits to the Fertility Control Clinic in East Melbourne.

Ambulance services
7078.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for
Ambulance Services): what is the total number of visits by ambulances to Hampton Park Women’s
Health Care in the past financial year.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Ambulance and patient transport services are provided by a wide range of providers. Ambulance Victoria provides
emergency ambulance transport and non-emergency patient transport for the Victorian public. However, in
addition to Ambulance Victoria there are numerous non-emergency patient transport providers who provide
services for patients requiring clinical monitoring or supervision during transport. The non-emergency patient
transport providers are private companies and non-government organisations often engaged by private entities such
as private day procedure centres. Private providers are not required to report attendances to the State Government.
Given this, it is not possible to identify the number of visits to the Hampton Park Women’s Health Care Service.

Ambulance services
7079.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for
Ambulance Services): what is the total number of visits by ambulances to Dr Marie Services in East
St Kilda in the past financial year.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Ambulance and patient transport services are provided by a wide range of providers. Ambulance Victoria provides
emergency ambulance transport and non-emergency patient transport for the Victorian public. However, in
addition to Ambulance Victoria there are numerous non-emergency patient transport providers who provide
services for patients requiring clinical monitoring or supervision during transport. The non-emergency patient
transport providers are private companies and non-government organisations often engaged by private entities such
as private day procedure centres. Private providers are not required to report attendances to the State Government.
Given this, it is not possible to identify the number of visits to the Dr Marie Services in East St Kilda.

Ambulance services
7080.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for
Ambulance Services): what is the total number of visits by ambulances to Dr Marie Services in East
Melbourne in the past financial year.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Ambulance and patient transport services are provided by a wide range of providers. Ambulance Victoria provides
emergency ambulance transport and non-emergency patient transport for the Victorian public. However, in
addition to Ambulance Victoria there are numerous non-emergency patient transport providers who provide
services for patients requiring clinical monitoring or supervision during transport. The non-emergency patient
transport providers are private companies and non-government organisations often engaged by private entities such
as private day procedure centres. Private providers are not required to report attendances to the State Government.
Given this, it is not possible to identify the number of visits to the Dr Marie Services in East Melbourne.

Ambulance services
7081.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for
Ambulance Services): what is the total number of visits by ambulances to Dr Marie Services in
Croydon in the past financial year.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Ambulance and patient transport services are provided by a wide range of providers. Ambulance Victoria provides
emergency ambulance transport and non-emergency patient transport for the Victorian public. However, in
addition to Ambulance Victoria there are numerous non-emergency patient transport providers who provide
services for patients requiring clinical monitoring or supervision during transport. The non-emergency patient
transport providers are private companies and non-government organisations often engaged by private entities such
as private day procedure centres. Private providers are not required to report attendances to the State Government.
Given this, it is not possible to identify the number of visits to the Dr Marie Services in Croydon in 2015-16.

Ambulance services
7082.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for
Ambulance Services): what is the total number of visits by ambulances to Monash Family Planning in
Clayton in the past financial year.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Ambulance and patient transport services are provided by a wide range of providers. Ambulance Victoria provides
emergency ambulance transport and non-emergency patient transport for the Victorian public. However, in
addition to Ambulance Victoria there are numerous non-emergency patient transport providers who provide
services for patients requiring clinical monitoring or supervision during transport. The non-emergency patient
transport providers are private companies and non-government organisations often engaged by private entities such
as private day procedure centres. Private providers are not required to report attendances to the State Government.
Given this, it is not possible to identify the number of visits to the Monash Family Planning in Clayton.

Ambulance services
7083.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for
Ambulance Services): what is the total number of visits by ambulances to The Women’s Clinic in
Dandenong in the past financial year.

ANSWER:
I am informed that
Ambulance and patient transport services are provided by a wide range of providers. Ambulance Victoria provides
emergency ambulance transport and non-emergency patient transport for the Victorian public. However, in
addition to Ambulance Victoria there are numerous non-emergency patient transport providers who provide
services for patients requiring clinical monitoring or supervision during transport. The non-emergency patient
transport providers are private companies and non-government organisations often engaged by private entities such
as private day procedure centres. Private providers are not required to report attendances to the State Government.
Given this, it is not possible to identify the number of visits to The Women’s Clinic in Dandenong.

Ambulance services
7084.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for
Ambulance Services): what is the total number of visits by ambulances to Family Planning Victoria in
Box Hill in the past financial year.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Ambulance and patient transport services are provided by a wide range of providers. Ambulance Victoria provides
emergency ambulance transport and non-emergency patient transport for the Victorian public. However, in
addition to Ambulance Victoria there are numerous non-emergency patient transport providers who provide
services for patients requiring clinical monitoring or supervision during transport. The non-emergency patient
transport providers are private companies and non-government organisations often engaged by private entities such
as private day procedure centres. Private providers are not required to report attendances to the State Government.
Given this, it is not possible to identify the number of visits to the Family Planning Victoria in Box Hill.

Education
7085.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for
Education): In relation to the “GP in schools” program in Alamanda K-9 College:
(1)
(2)

will this high school be involved in the “GP in schools” program; and
if so, will the GP at this school be registered to dispense RU486.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The full list of schools selected to participate in the program is available at:
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/programs/health/Pages/doctors-secondaryschools.aspx.

(2)

The provision of RU486 is considered out of scope for the Doctors in Secondary Schools program.

I trust this information is of assistance.

Education
7086.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for
Education): In relation to the “GP in schools” program in Altona P-9 College:
(1)
(2)

will this high school be involved in the “GP in schools” program; and
if so, will the GP at this school be registered to dispense RU486.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The full list of schools selected to participate in the program is available at:
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/programs/health/Pages/doctors-secondaryschools.aspx.

(2)

The provision of RU486 is considered out of scope for the Doctors in Secondary Schools program.

I trust this information is of assistance.

Education
7087.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for
Education): In relation to the “GP in schools” program in Baden Powell P-9 College:
(1)
(2)

will this high school be involved in the “GP in schools” program; and
if so, will the GP at this school be registered to dispense RU486.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The full list of schools selected to participate in the program is available at:
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/programs/health/Pages/doctors-secondaryschools.aspx.

(2)

The provision of RU486 is considered out of scope for the Doctors in Secondary Schools program.

I trust this information is of assistance.

Education
7088.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for
Education): In relation to the “GP in schools” program in Bayside P-12 College:
(1)
(2)

will this high school be involved in the “GP in schools” program; and
if so, will the GP at this school be registered to dispense RU486.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The full list of schools selected to participate in the program is available at:
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/programs/health/Pages/doctors-secondaryschools.aspx.

(2)

The provision of RU486 is considered out of scope for the Doctors in Secondary Schools program.

I trust this information is of assistance.

Education
7089.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for
Education): In relation to the “GP in schools” program in Braybrook College:
(1)
(2)

will this high school be involved in the “GP in schools” program; and
if so, will the GP at this school be registered to dispense RU486.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The full list of schools selected to participate in the program is available at:
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/programs/health/Pages/doctors-secondaryschools.aspx.

(2)

The provision of RU486 is considered out of scope for the Doctors in Secondary Schools program.

I trust this information is of assistance.

Education
7090.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for
Education): In relation to the “GP in schools” program in Brookside P-9 College:
(1)
(2)

will this high school be involved in the “GP in schools” program; and
if so, will the GP at this school be registered to dispense RU486.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The full list of schools selected to participate in the program is available at:
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/programs/health/Pages/doctors-secondaryschools.aspx.

(2)

The provision of RU486 is considered out of scope for the Doctors in Secondary Schools program.

I trust this information is of assistance.

Education
7091.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for
Education): In relation to the “GP in schools” program in Buckley Park College:
(1)
(2)

will this high school be involved in the “GP in schools” program; and
if so, will the GP at this school be registered to dispense RU486.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The full list of schools selected to participate in the program is available at:
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/programs/health/Pages/doctors-secondaryschools.aspx.

(2)

The provision of RU486 is considered out of scope for the Doctors in Secondary Schools program.

I trust this information is of assistance.

Education
7092.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for
Education): In relation to the “GP in schools” program in Carranballac P-9 College:
(1)
(2)

will this high school be involved in the “GP in schools” program; and
if so, will the GP at this school be registered to dispense RU486.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The full list of schools selected to participate in the program is available at:
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/programs/health/Pages/doctors-secondaryschools.aspx.

(2)

The provision of RU486 is considered out of scope for the Doctors in Secondary Schools program.

I trust this information is of assistance.

Education
7093.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for
Education): In relation to the “GP in schools” program in Copperfield College:
(1)
(2)

will this high school be involved in the “GP in schools” program; and
if so, will the GP at this school be registered to dispense RU486.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The full list of schools selected to participate in the program is available at:
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/programs/health/Pages/doctors-secondaryschools.aspx.

(2)

The provision of RU486 is considered out of scope for the Doctors in Secondary Schools program.

I trust this information is of assistance.

Education
7094.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for
Education): In relation to the “GP in schools” program in Creekside K-9 College:
(1)
(2)

will this high school be involved in the “GP in schools” program; and
if so, will the GP at this school be registered to dispense RU486.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The full list of schools selected to participate in the program is available at:
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/programs/health/Pages/doctors-secondaryschools.aspx.

(2)

The provision of RU486 is considered out of scope for the Doctors in Secondary Schools program.

I trust this information is of assistance.

Education
7095.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for
Education): In relation to the “GP in schools” program in Essendon East Keilor District College:
(1)
(2)

will this high school be involved in the “GP in schools” program; and
if so, will the GP at this school be registered to dispense RU486.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The full list of schools selected to participate in the program is available at:
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/programs/health/Pages/doctors-secondaryschools.aspx.

(2)

The provision of RU486 is considered out of scope for the Doctors in Secondary Schools program.

I trust this information is of assistance.

Education
7096.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for
Education): In relation to the “GP in schools” program in Footscray City College:
(1)
(2)

will this high school be involved in the “GP in schools” program; and
if so, will the GP at this school be registered to dispense RU486.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The full list of schools selected to participate in the program is available at:
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/programs/health/Pages/doctors-secondaryschools.aspx.

(2)

The provision of RU486 is considered out of scope for the Doctors in Secondary Schools program.

I trust this information is of assistance.

Education
7097.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for
Education): In relation to the “GP in schools” program in Gilmore College for Girls:
(1)
(2)

will this high school be involved in the “GP in schools” program; and
if so, will the GP at this school be registered to dispense RU486.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The full list of schools selected to participate in the program is available at:
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/programs/health/Pages/doctors-secondaryschools.aspx.

(2)

The provision of RU486 is considered out of scope for the Doctors in Secondary Schools program.

I trust this information is of assistance.

Education
7098.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for
Education): In relation to the “GP in schools” program in Gladstone Park Secondary College:
(1)
(2)

will this high school be involved in the “GP in schools” program; and
if so, will the GP at this school be registered to dispense RU486.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The full list of schools selected to participate in the program is available at:
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/programs/health/Pages/doctors-secondaryschools.aspx.

(2)

The provision of RU486 is considered out of scope for the Doctors in Secondary Schools program.

I trust this information is of assistance.

Education
7099.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for
Education): In relation to the “GP in schools” program in Hoppers Crossing Secondary College:
(1)
(2)

will this high school be involved in the “GP in schools” program; and
if so, will the GP at this school be registered to dispense RU486.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The full list of schools selected to participate in the program is available at:
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/programs/health/Pages/doctors-secondaryschools.aspx.

(2)

The provision of RU486 is considered out of scope for the Doctors in Secondary Schools program.

I trust this information is of assistance.

Education
7100.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for
Education): In relation to the “GP in schools” program in Keilor Downs Secondary College:
(1)
(2)

will this high school be involved in the “GP in schools” program; and
if so, will the GP at this school be registered to dispense RU486.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The full list of schools selected to participate in the program is available at:
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/programs/health/Pages/doctors-secondaryschools.aspx.

(2)

The provision of RU486 is considered out of scope for the Doctors in Secondary Schools program.

I trust this information is of assistance.

Education
7101.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for
Education): In relation to the “GP in schools” program in Lakeview Senior College:
(1)
(2)

will this high school be involved in the “GP in schools” program; and
if so, will the GP at this school be registered to dispense RU486.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The full list of schools selected to participate in the program is available at:
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/programs/health/Pages/doctors-secondaryschools.aspx.

(2)

The provision of RU486 is considered out of scope for the Doctors in Secondary Schools program.

I trust this information is of assistance.

Education
7102.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for
Education): In relation to the “GP in schools” program in Laverton P-12 College:
(1)
(2)

will this high school be involved in the “GP in schools” program; and
if so, will the GP at this school be registered to dispense RU486.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The full list of schools selected to participate in the program is available at:
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/programs/health/Pages/doctors-secondaryschools.aspx.

(2)

The provision of RU486 is considered out of scope for the Doctors in Secondary Schools program.

I trust this information is of assistance.

Education
7103.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for
Education): In relation to the “GP in schools” program in Manor Lakes P-12 College:
(1)
(2)

will this high school be involved in the “GP in schools” program; and
if so, will the GP at this school be registered to dispense RU486.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The full list of schools selected to participate in the program is available at:
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/programs/health/Pages/doctors-secondaryschools.aspx.

(2)

The provision of RU486 is considered out of scope for the Doctors in Secondary Schools program.

I trust this information is of assistance.

Education
7104.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for
Education): In relation to the “GP in schools” program in Maribyrnong Secondary College:
(1)
(2)

will this high school be involved in the “GP in schools” program; and
if so, will the GP at this school be registered to dispense RU486.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The full list of schools selected to participate in the program is available at:
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/programs/health/Pages/doctors-secondaryschools.aspx.

(2)

The provision of RU486 is considered out of scope for the Doctors in Secondary Schools program.

I trust this information is of assistance.

Education
7105.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for
Education): In relation to the “GP in schools” program in Mount Alexander 7-12 College:
(1)
(2)

will this high school be involved in the “GP in schools” program; and
if so, will the GP at this school be registered to dispense RU486.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The full list of schools selected to participate in the program is available at:
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/programs/health/Pages/doctors-secondaryschools.aspx.

(2)

The provision of RU486 is considered out of scope for the Doctors in Secondary Schools program.

I trust this information is of assistance.

Education
7106.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for
Education): In relation to the “GP in schools” program in Point Cook Prep-Year 9 College:
(1)
(2)

will this high school be involved in the “GP in schools” program; and
if so, will the GP at this school be registered to dispense RU486.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The full list of schools selected to participate in the program is available at:
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/programs/health/Pages/doctors-secondaryschools.aspx.

(2)

The provision of RU486 is considered out of scope for the Doctors in Secondary Schools program.

I trust this information is of assistance.

Education
7107.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for
Education): In relation to the “GP in schools” program in Point Cook Senior Secondary College:
(1)
(2)

will this high school be involved in the “GP in schools” program; and
if so, will the GP at this school be registered to dispense RU486.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The full list of schools selected to participate in the program is available at:
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/programs/health/Pages/doctors-secondaryschools.aspx.

(2)

The provision of RU486 is considered out of scope for the Doctors in Secondary Schools program.

I trust this information is of assistance.

Education
7108.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for
Education): In relation to the “GP in schools” program in Rosehill Secondary College:
(1)
(2)

will this high school be involved in the “GP in schools” program; and
if so, will the GP at this school be registered to dispense RU486.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The full list of schools selected to participate in the program is available at:
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/programs/health/Pages/doctors-secondaryschools.aspx.

(2)

The provision of RU486 is considered out of scope for the Doctors in Secondary Schools program.

I trust this information is of assistance.

Education
7109.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for
Education): In relation to the “GP in schools” program in Springside P-9 College:
(1)
(2)

will this high school be involved in the “GP in schools” program; and
if so, will the GP at this school be registered to dispense RU486.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The full list of schools selected to participate in the program is available at:
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/programs/health/Pages/doctors-secondaryschools.aspx.

(2)

The provision of RU486 is considered out of scope for the Doctors in Secondary Schools program.

I trust this information is of assistance.

Education
7110.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for
Education): In relation to the “GP in schools” program in St Albans Secondary College:
(1)
(2)

will this high school be involved in the “GP in schools” program; and
if so, will the GP at this school be registered to dispense RU486.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The full list of schools selected to participate in the program is available at:
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/programs/health/Pages/doctors-secondaryschools.aspx.

(2)

The provision of RU486 is considered out of scope for the Doctors in Secondary Schools program.

I trust this information is of assistance.

Education
7111.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for
Education): In relation to the “GP in schools” program in Strathmore Secondary College:
(1)
(2)

will this high school be involved in the “GP in schools” program; and
if so, will the GP at this school be registered to dispense RU486.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The full list of schools selected to participate in the program is available at:
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/programs/health/Pages/doctors-secondaryschools.aspx.

(2)

The provision of RU486 is considered out of scope for the Doctors in Secondary Schools program.

I trust this information is of assistance.

Education
7112.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for
Education): In relation to the “GP in schools” program in Sunbury College:
(1)
(2)

will this high school be involved in the “GP in schools” program; and
if so, will the GP at this school be registered to dispense RU486.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The full list of schools selected to participate in the program is available at:
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/programs/health/Pages/doctors-secondaryschools.aspx.

(2)

The provision of RU486 is considered out of scope for the Doctors in Secondary Schools program.

I trust this information is of assistance.

Education
7113.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for
Education): In relation to the “GP in schools” program in Sunbury Downs Secondary College:
(1)
(2)

will this high school be involved in the “GP in schools” program; and
if so, will the GP at this school be registered to dispense RU486.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The full list of schools selected to participate in the program is available at:
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/programs/health/Pages/doctors-secondaryschools.aspx.

(2)

The provision of RU486 is considered out of scope for the Doctors in Secondary Schools program.

I trust this information is of assistance.

Education
7114.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for
Education): In relation to the “GP in schools” program in Sunshine College:
(1)
(2)

will this high school be involved in the “GP in schools” program; and
if so, will the GP at this school be registered to dispense RU486.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The full list of schools selected to participate in the program is available at:
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/programs/health/Pages/doctors-secondaryschools.aspx.

(2)

The provision of RU486 is considered out of scope for the Doctors in Secondary Schools program.

I trust this information is of assistance.

Education
7115.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for
Education): In relation to the “GP in schools” program in Suzanne Cory High School:
(1)
(2)

will this high school be involved in the “GP in schools” program; and
if so, will the GP at this school be registered to dispense RU486.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The full list of schools selected to participate in the program is available at:
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/programs/health/Pages/doctors-secondaryschools.aspx.

(2)

The provision of RU486 is considered out of scope for the Doctors in Secondary Schools program.

I trust this information is of assistance.

Education
7116.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for
Education): In relation to the “GP in schools” program in Tarneit P-9 College:
(1)
(2)

will this high school be involved in the “GP in schools” program; and
if so, will the GP at this school be registered to dispense RU486.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The full list of schools selected to participate in the program is available at:
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/programs/health/Pages/doctors-secondaryschools.aspx.

(2)

The provision of RU486 is considered out of scope for the Doctors in Secondary Schools program.

I trust this information is of assistance.

Education
7117.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for
Education): In relation to the “GP in schools” program in Tarneit Senior College:
(1)
(2)

will this high school be involved in the “GP in schools” program; and
if so, will the GP at this school be registered to dispense RU486.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The full list of schools selected to participate in the program is available at:
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/programs/health/Pages/doctors-secondaryschools.aspx.

(2)

The provision of RU486 is considered out of scope for the Doctors in Secondary Schools program.

I trust this information is of assistance.

Education
7118.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for
Education): In relation to the “GP in schools” program in Taylors Lakes Secondary College:
(1)
(2)

will this high school be involved in the “GP in schools” program; and
if so, will the GP at this school be registered to dispense RU486.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The full list of schools selected to participate in the program is available at:
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/programs/health/Pages/doctors-secondaryschools.aspx.

(2)

The provision of RU486 is considered out of scope for the Doctors in Secondary Schools program.

I trust this information is of assistance.

Education
7119.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for
Education): In relation to the “GP in schools” program in The Grange P-12 College:
(1)
(2)

will this high school be involved in the “GP in schools” program; and
if so, will the GP at this school be registered to dispense RU486.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The full list of schools selected to participate in the program is available at:
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/programs/health/Pages/doctors-secondaryschools.aspx.

(2)

The provision of RU486 is considered out of scope for the Doctors in Secondary Schools program.

I trust this information is of assistance.

Education
7120.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for
Education): In relation to the “GP in schools” program in Victoria University Secondary College:
(1)
(2)

will this high school be involved in the “GP in schools” program; and
if so, will the GP at this school be registered to dispense RU486.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The full list of schools selected to participate in the program is available at:
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/programs/health/Pages/doctors-secondaryschools.aspx.

(2)

The provision of RU486 is considered out of scope for the Doctors in Secondary Schools program.

I trust this information is of assistance.

Education
7121.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for
Education): In relation to the “GP in schools” program in Werribee Secondary College:
(1)
(2)

will this high school be involved in the “GP in schools” program; and
if so, will the GP at this school be registered to dispense RU486.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The full list of schools selected to participate in the program is available at:
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/programs/health/Pages/doctors-secondaryschools.aspx.

(2)

The provision of RU486 is considered out of scope for the Doctors in Secondary Schools program.

I trust this information is of assistance.

Education
7122.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for
Education): In relation to the “GP in schools” program in Williamstown High School:
(1)
(2)

will this high school be involved in the “GP in schools” program; and
if so, will the GP at this school be registered to dispense RU486.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The full list of schools selected to participate in the program is available at:
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/programs/health/Pages/doctors-secondaryschools.aspx.

(2)

The provision of RU486 is considered out of scope for the Doctors in Secondary Schools program.

I trust this information is of assistance.

Education
7123.

DR CARLING-JENKINS — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for
Education): In relation to the “GP in schools” program in Wyndham Central Secondary College:
(1)
(2)

will this high school be involved in the “GP in schools” program; and
if so, will the GP at this school be registered to dispense RU486.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(1)

The full list of schools selected to participate in the program is available at:
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/about/programs/health/Pages/doctors-secondaryschools.aspx.

(2)

The provision of RU486 is considered out of scope for the Doctors in Secondary Schools program.

I trust this information is of assistance.

Creative industries
7126.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Regional Development (for the Minister for Creative
Industries): Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been
purchased by Creative Victoria and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Creative industries
7127.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Regional Development (for the Minister for Creative
Industries): Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been
purchased by the Arts Centre Melbourne and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Creative industries
7128.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Regional Development (for the Minister for Creative
Industries): Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been
purchased by the Australian Centre for the Moving Image and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Creative industries
7129.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Regional Development (for the Minister for Creative
Industries): Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been
purchased by the Geelong Performing Arts Centre and what is the total cost.
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ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Creative industries
7130.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Regional Development (for the Minister for Creative
Industries): Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been
purchased by the Melbourne Recital Centre and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Creative industries
7131.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Regional Development (for the Minister for Creative
Industries): Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been
purchased by Museum Victoria and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Creative industries
7132.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Regional Development (for the Minister for Creative
Industries): Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been
purchased by the National Gallery of Victoria and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Creative industries
7133.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Regional Development (for the Minister for Creative
Industries): Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been
purchased by the Public Record Office Victoria and what is the total cost.
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ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Creative industries
7134.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Regional Development (for the Minister for Creative
Industries): Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been
purchased by the State Library of Victoria and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Education
7142.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been purchased by the
Department of Education and Training and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than ‘100’ ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Education
7143.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been purchased by the
Registered Schools Board and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.
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Education
7144.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been purchased by the
Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Education
7145.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been purchased by the
Victorian Institute of Teaching and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
l am informed as follows:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Education
7146.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Education):
Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been purchased by the
Victorian Qualifications Authority and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Energy, environment and climate change
7160.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Regional Development (for the Minister for Energy and
Resources): Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been
purchased by the Electricity Supply Industry Reform Unit and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
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I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Energy, environment and climate change
7161.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Special Minister of State (for the Minister for Energy, Environment
and Climate Change): Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have
been purchased by the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (Victoria) and what is
the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Energy, environment and climate change
7162.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Special Minister of State (for the Minister for Energy, Environment
and Climate Change): Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have
been purchased by the Corangamite Catchment Management Authority and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Energy, environment and climate change
7163.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Special Minister of State (for the Minister for Energy, Environment
and Climate Change): Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have
been purchased by the East Gippsland Catchment Management Authority and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Energy, environment and climate change
7164.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Special Minister of State (for the Minister for Energy, Environment
and Climate Change): Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have
been purchased by the Environment Protection Authority Victoria and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
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I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Energy, environment and climate change
7165.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Special Minister of State (for the Minister for Energy, Environment
and Climate Change): Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have
been purchased by the Mallee Catchment Management Authority and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Energy, environment and climate change
7166.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Special Minister of State (for the Minister for Energy, Environment
and Climate Change): Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have
been purchased by the Parks Victoria and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Health
7168.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been purchased by the
Health Services Commissioner and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the Presidents ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask the
member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios in
one sitting week.

Health
7169.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been purchased by the
Cemetery Trusts Victoria and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
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Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Health
7170.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been purchased by the
Victorian Health Promotion Foundation (VicHealth) and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Health
7171.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been purchased by The
Cancer Council Victoria and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
I am informed that: Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Health
7172.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been purchased by Dental
Health Services Victoria and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the Presidents ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask the
member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios in
one sitting week.

Health
7173.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been purchased by the
Sports and Recreation Victoria and what is the total cost.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Local government
7178.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Small Business, Innovation and Trade (for the Minister for
Local Government): Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been
purchased by the Local Government Investigations and Compliance Inspectorate and what is the total
cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Planning
7179.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Small Business, Innovation and Trade (for the Minister for
Planning): Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been
purchased by the Geographic Place Names Advisory Panel and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Planning
7180.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Small Business, Innovation and Trade (for the Minister for
Planning): Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been
purchased by the Growth Areas Infrastructure Contribution Hardship Relief Board and what is the total
cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.
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Planning
7181.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Small Business, Innovation and Trade (for the Minister for
Planning): Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been
purchased by the Heritage Council of Victoria and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Planning
7182.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Small Business, Innovation and Trade (for the Minister for
Planning): Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been
purchased by the Linking Melbourne Authority and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Planning
7183.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Small Business, Innovation and Trade (for the Minister for
Planning): Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been
purchased by the Metropolitan Planning Authority and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Planning
7184.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Small Business, Innovation and Trade (for the Minister for
Planning): Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been
purchased by the Office of the Victorian Government Architect and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.
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Planning
7185.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Small Business, Innovation and Trade (for the Minister for
Planning): Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been
purchased by Places Victoria and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Planning
7186.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Small Business, Innovation and Trade (for the Minister for
Planning): Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been
purchased by the Plumbing Advisory Council and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Ports
7187.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister Regional Development (for the Minister for Ports): Between
1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been purchased by the Port of
Hastings Development Authority and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Ports
7188.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister Regional Development (for the Minister for Ports): Between
1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been purchased by the Port of
Melbourne Corporation and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.
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Planning
7189.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Small Business, Innovation and Trade (for the Minister for
Planning): Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been
purchased by the Surveyors Registration Board of Victoria and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Planning
7190.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Small Business, Innovation and Trade (for the Minister for
Planning): Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been
purchased by the Victorian Building Authority and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Public transport
7191.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Regional Development (for the Minister for Public
Transport): Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been
purchased by the Level Crossing Removal Authority and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member to reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20
portfolios in one sitting week.

Ports
7193.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister Regional Development (for the Minister for Ports): Between
1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been purchased by the Victorian
Regional Channels Authority and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.
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Premier
7194.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Special Minister of State (for the Premier): Between 1 January 2015
and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been purchased by the Department of Premier and
Cabinet and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Premier
7195.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Special Minister of State (for the Premier): Between 1 January 2015
and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been purchased by the Office of the Chief
Parliamentary Counsel and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Premier
7196.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Special Minister of State (for the Premier): Between 1 January 2015
and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been purchased by the Office of the Victorian
Ombudsman and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Premier
7197.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Special Minister of State (for the Premier): Between 1 January 2015
and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been purchased by the State Services Authority and
what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
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I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Multicultural affairs
7198.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Special Minister of State (for the Minister for Multicultural Affairs):
Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been purchased by the
Victorian Multicultural Commission and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the president’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Premier
7199.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Special Minister of State (for the Premier): Between 1 January 2015
and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been purchased by the Victorian Public Sector
Commission and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Energy, environment and climate change
7200.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Regional Development (for the Minister for Energy and
Resources): Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been
purchased by the Department of Primary Industries (Victoria) and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Energy, environment and climate change
7201.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Regional Development (for the Minister for Energy and
Resources): Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been
purchased by Energy Safe Victoria and what is the total cost.
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ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Racing
7202.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Racing): Between
1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been purchased by the Greyhound
Racing Appeals and Disciplinary Board and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Racing
7203.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Racing): Between
1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been purchased by Greyhound
Racing Victoria and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Racing
7204.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Racing): Between
1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been purchased by the Harness
Racing Appeals and Disciplinary Board and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Racing
7205.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Racing): Between
1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been purchased by the Harness
Racing Victoria and what is the total cost.
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ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Racing
7206.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Racing): Between
1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been purchased by the Racing
Integrity Commissioner and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Sport
7207.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Special Minister of State (for the Minister for Sport): Between
1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been purchased by the Melbourne
and Olympic Parks Trust and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Sport
7208.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Special Minister of State (for the Minister for Sport): Between
1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been purchased by the Melbourne
Cricket Ground Trust and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ que d ask the
member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ alone asked across 20 portfolios in one sitting
week.
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Sport
7209.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Special Minister of State (for the Minister for Sport): Between
1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been purchased by the Professional
Boxing and Combat Sports Board and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer to the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she asked across 20 portfolios in one
sitting week.

Sport
7210.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Special Minister of State (for the Minister for Sport): Between
1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been purchased by the State Sports
Centre Trust and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer to the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she asked across 20 portfolios in one
sitting week.

Sport
7211.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Special Minister of State (for the Minister for Sport): Between
1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been purchased by the Victorian
Institute of Sport and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Public transport
7212.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Regional Development (for the Minister for Public
Transport): Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been
purchased by the Director of Public Transport and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
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I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member to reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20
portfolios in one sitting week.

Public transport
7213.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Regional Development (for the Minister for Public
Transport): Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been
purchased by the Transport Infrastructure Development Agent and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member to reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20
portfolios in one sitting week.

Roads and road safety
7214.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Regional Development (for the Minister for Roads and
Road Safety): Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been
purchased by the Roads Corporation (VicRoads) and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Public transport
7215.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Regional Development (for the Minister for Public
Transport): Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been
purchased by Public Transport Victoria and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member to reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20
portfolios in one sitting week.

Public transport
7216.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Regional Development (for the Minister for Public
Transport): Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been
purchased by the Taxi Services Commission and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
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I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member to reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20
portfolios in one sitting week.

Public transport
7217.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Regional Development (for the Minister for Public
Transport): Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been
purchased by the Victorian Rail Track (VicTrack) and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member to reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20
portfolios in one sitting week.

Public transport
7218.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Regional Development (for the Minister for Public
Transport): Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been
purchased by the V/Line Corporation (V/Line) and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member to reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20
portfolios in one sitting week.

Public transport
7219.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Regional Development (for the Minister for Public
Transport): Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been
purchased by the Transport Ticketing Authority and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member to reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20
portfolios in one sitting week.

Public transport
7220.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Regional Development (for the Minister for Public
Transport): Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been
purchased by the Regional Rail Link Authority and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
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I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member to reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20
portfolios in one sitting week.

Public transport
7221.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Regional Development (for the Minister for Public
Transport): Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been
purchased by the Director, Transport Safety (Transport Safety Victoria) and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member to reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20
portfolios in one sitting week.

Public transport
7222.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Regional Development (for the Minister for Public
Transport): Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been
purchased by the Chief Investigator, Transport Safety and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member to reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20
portfolios in one sitting week.

Training and skills
7223.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills: Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June
2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been purchased by Skills Victoria and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
In the sitting week of 30th August to 1st September there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition
alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Tourism and major events
7224.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Special Minister of State (for the Minister for Tourism and Major
Events): Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been purchased
by Tourism Victoria and what is the total cost.
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ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone. I would refer the member
to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask the member reconsider the
priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios in one sitting week.

Industrial relations
7225.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Special Minister of State (for the Minister for Industrial Relations):
Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been purchased by the
Workplace Rights Advocate and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Multicultural affairs
7226.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Special Minister of State (for the Minister for Multicultural Affairs):
Why have the details of the appointment of Peter Khalil to the Victorian Multicultural Commission not
been made available on the Public Board Appointments Victorian Government website, despite a
government media release titled “New Appointments Embrace Diversity of Victorian Multicultural
Commission” dated 27th October, 2015, announcing the appointment.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the board.

Multicultural affairs
7227.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Special Minister of State (for the Minister for Multicultural Affairs):
Why have the details of the appointment of Tsebin Tchen to the Victorian Multicultural Commission
not been made available on the Public Board Appointments Victorian Government website, despite a
government media release titled “New Appointments Embrace Diversity of Victorian Multicultural
Commission” dated 27th October, 2015, announcing the appointment.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the board.

Multicultural affairs
7228.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Special Minister of State (for the Minister for Multicultural Affairs):
Why have the details of the appointment of Sonia Vignjevic to the Victorian Multicultural Commission
not been made available on the Public Board Appointments Victorian Government website, despite a
government media release titled “New Appointments Embrace Diversity of Victorian Multicultural
Commission” dated 27th October, 2015, announcing the appointment.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the board.

Multicultural affairs
7229.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Special Minister of State (for the Minister for Multicultural Affairs):
Why have the details of the appointment of Dr Mimmie Claudine Watts to the Victorian Multicultural
Commission not been made available on the Public Board Appointments Victorian Government
website, despite a government media release titled “New Appointments Embrace Diversity of Victorian
Multicultural Commission” dated 27th October, 2015, announcing the appointment.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the board.

Multicultural affairs
7230.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Special Minister of State (for the Minister for Multicultural Affairs):
why have the details of the appointment of Dr Sundram Sivamalai to the Victorian Multicultural
Commission as Community Representative Commissioner not been made available on the Public Board
Appointments Victorian Government website, despite a government media release titled “New
Appointments Embrace Diversity of Victorian Multicultural Commission” dated 27th October, 2015,
announcing the appointment.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the board.

Multicultural affairs
7231.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Special Minister of State (for the Minister for Multicultural Affairs):
Why have the details of the appointment of Tina Hosseini to the Victorian Multicultural Commission as
Youth Commissioner not been made available on the Public Board Appointments Victorian
Government website, despite a government media release titled “New Appointments Embrace Diversity
of Victorian Multicultural Commission” dated 27th October, 2015, announcing the appointment.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the board.

Public transport
7232.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Public Transport): In
relation to the vacancy created by the departure of Mark Wild from Public Transport Victoria on
15 September 2015, can the Minister indicate:
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whether or not someone has been appointed as a permanent replacement to Mark Wild;
the process to find a replacement; and
why the process to find a replacement has taken so long.

ANSWER:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the board.

Public transport
7233.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Public Transport): In
relation to the vacancy created by the departure of Theo Taifalos from V/Line Corporation 28 January
2016, can the Minister indicate:
(a)
(b)
(c)

whether or not someone has been appointed as a permanent replacement to Theo Taifalos;
the process to find a replacement; and
why the process to find a replacement has taken so long.

ANSWER:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the board.

Multicultural affairs
7235.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Special Minister of State (for the Minister for Multicultural Affairs):
Why have the details of the appointment of Helen Kapalos to the Victorian Multicultural Commission
as Chairperson not been made available on the Public Board Appointments Victorian Government
website, despite a government media release titled “Fresh Face for Victorian Multicultural
Commission” dated 14th July, 2015, announcing the appointment.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the board.

Tourism and major events
7236.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Special Minister of State (for the Minister for Tourism and Major
Events): Why have the details of the appointment of Jonathan Tribe as Chief Executive of Federation
Square not been made available on the Public Board Appointments Victorian Government website,
despite a government media release titled “New Federation Square Chief Executive Appointed” dated
12th July, 2016, announcing the appointment.

ANSWER:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the Federation Square Board and Federation Square Chief Executive Officer.

Agriculture
7237.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Agriculture: Why do the details of the appointment of
Geoff Ellis to the Fisheries Cost Recovery Standing Committee fail to appear on the Public Board
Appointments Victorian Government website.
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ANSWER:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the board.

Agriculture
7238.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Agriculture: Why do the details of the appointment of
Markus Nolle to the Fisheries Cost Recovery Standing Committee fail to appear on the Public Board
Appointments Victorian Government website.

ANSWER:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the board.

Agriculture
7239.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Agriculture: Why do the details of the appointment of
Gary Leonard to the Fisheries Cost Recovery Standing Committee fail to appear on the Public Board
Appointments Victorian Government website.

ANSWER:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the board.

Agriculture
7240.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Agriculture: Why do the details of the appointment of
Edward Meggitt to the Fisheries Cost Recovery Standing Committee fail to appear on the Public Board
Appointments Victorian Government website.

ANSWER:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the board.

Agriculture
7241.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Agriculture: why do the details of the appointment of
Mark Edwards to the Fisheries Cost Recovery Standing Committee fail to appear on the Public Board
Appointments Victorian Government website.

ANSWER:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the board.

Agriculture
7242.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Agriculture: Why do the details of the appointment of
Terry Truscott to the Fisheries Cost Recovery Standing Committee fail to appear on the Public Board
Appointments Victorian Government website.
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ANSWER:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the board.

Housing, disability and ageing
7259.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Housing,
Disability and Ageing): Why do the details of the appointment of John Forster to the Victorian
Disability Advisory Council fail to appear on the Public Board Appointments Victorian Government
website.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government Website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the Victorian Disability Advisory Council board.

Housing, disability and ageing
7260.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Housing,
Disability and Ageing): Why do the details of the appointment of Robyn Gaile to the Victorian
Disability Advisory Council fail to appear on the Public Board Appointments Victorian Government
website.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government Website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the Victorian Disability Advisory Council board.

Housing, disability and ageing
7261.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Housing,
Disability and Ageing): Why do the details of the appointment of Elizabeth Kelly to the Victorian
Disability Advisory Council fail to appear on the Public Board Appointments Victorian Government
website.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government Website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the Victorian Disability Advisory Council board.

Housing, disability and ageing
7262.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Housing,
Disability and Ageing): Why do the details of the appointment of Joseph Connellan to the Victorian
Disability Advisory Council fail to appear on the Public Board Appointments Victorian Government
website.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
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The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government Website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the Victorian Disability Advisory Council board.

Housing, disability and ageing
7263.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Housing,
Disability and Ageing): Why do the details of the appointment of Professor Anne Kavanagh to the
Victorian Disability Advisory Council fail to appear on the Public Board Appointments Victorian
Government website.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government Website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the Victorian Disability Advisory Council board.

Housing, disability and ageing
7264.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Housing,
Disability and Ageing): Why do the details of the appointment of Colleen Furlanetto to the Victorian
Disability Advisory Council fail to appear on the Public Board Appointments Victorian Government
website.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government Website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the Victorian Disability Advisory Council board.

Housing, disability and ageing
7265.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Housing,
Disability and Ageing): Why do the details of the appointment of Daniel Giles to the Victorian
Disability Advisory Council fail to appear on the Public Board Appointments Victorian Government
website.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government Website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the Victorian Disability Advisory Council board.

Housing, disability and ageing
7266.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Housing,
Disability and Ageing): Why do the details of the appointment of Angus Mackellar to the Victorian
Disability Advisory Council fail to appear on the Public Board Appointments Victorian Government
website.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government Website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the Victorian Disability Advisory Council board.
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Housing, disability and ageing
7267.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Housing,
Disability and Ageing): Why do the details of the appointment of Andrew Macready-Bryan to the
Victorian Disability Advisory Council fail to appear on the Public Board Appointments Victorian
Government website.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government Website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the Victorian Disability Advisory Council board.

Housing, disability and ageing
7268.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Housing,
Disability and Ageing): Why do the details of the appointment of Kyle Miers to the Victorian Disability
Advisory Council fail to appear on the Public Board Appointments Victorian Government website.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government Website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the Victorian Disability Advisory Council board.

Housing, disability and ageing
7269.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Housing,
Disability and Ageing): Why do the details of the appointment of Melissa Noonan to the Victorian
Disability Advisory Council fail to appear on the Public Board Appointments Victorian Government
website.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government Website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the Victorian Disability Advisory Council board.

Housing, disability and ageing
7270.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Housing,
Disability and Ageing): Why do the details of the appointment of Roger Reece to the Victorian
Disability Advisory Council fail to appear on the Public Board Appointments Victorian Government
website.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government Website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the Victorian Disability Advisory Council board.
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Housing, disability and ageing
7271.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Housing,
Disability and Ageing): Why do the details of the appointment of Sandy Barber to the Victorian
Disability Advisory Council fail to appear on the Public Board Appointments Victorian Government
website.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government Website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the Victorian Disability Advisory Council board.

Training and skills
7272.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills: Why do the details of the appointment
of Anne Astin to the William Angliss Institute fail to appear on the Public Board Appointments
Victorian Government website.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the board

Training and skills
7273.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills: Why do the details of the appointment
of John Pandazopoulos to the William Angliss Institute fail to appear on the Public Board
Appointments Victorian Government website.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the board

Training and skills
7274.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills: Why do the details of the appointment
of Matteo Pignatelli to the William Angliss Institute fail to appear on the Public Board Appointments
Victorian Government website.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the board

Training and skills
7275.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills: Why do the details of the appointment
of Beth Schofield to the William Angliss Institute fail to appear on the Public Board Appointments
Victorian Government website.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the board

Training and skills
7276.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills: Why do the details of the appointment
of Karon Hepner to the William Angliss Institute fail to appear on the Public Board Appointments
Victorian Government website.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the board

Training and skills
7282.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills: In relation to the current vacancy
listed on the board of AMES Australia according to the Public Board Appointments Victorian
Government website:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

has someone been appointed to permanently occupy the position;
what is the date of such an appointment, if it has occurred;
what is the reason why the appointment has not been updated on the website, if such an
appointment has occurred;
what is the process to find a replacement; and
what is the duration of time the position has been vacant, if it remains to be filled permanently.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the board

Training and skills
7283.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills: According to the Public Board
Appointments Victorian Government website, Georgina Benton is listed eleven times as a Historical
Member of the Centre for Adult Education (CAE):
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

why she has been entered separately eleven times, without mention of any other members;
who else sits on the Board for the CAE, if any;
the reason for their absence from the list of board members on the website;
why their appointments have failed to appear on the website; and
the functions a “Historical Member” is required to perform.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
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The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the board

Public transport
7285.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Public Transport): No
details relating to the appointments of any members to the Public Transport Access Committee are
available on the Public Board Appointments Victorian Government Website:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

why this information has been withheld from the public;
when this information will be published for public viewing;
who has been appointed to the Committee, on either a permanent or temporary basis; and
what are the dates each member was appointed to the Committee.

ANSWER:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the board.

Women
7286.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Women): In
relation to the Gender Equality Strategy roadshow Bendigo regional consultation on 24 August 2016:
(1)
(2)

how many people attended; and
what are the names of the organisations that had representatives in attendance.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
I thank the Member for her question. This forum in Bendigo was one of seventeen public consultations that were
held as part of an eight-week roadshow to develop Victoria’s first Gender Equality Strategy.
In relation to the public Bendigo forum, the RSVP list for the Bendigo consultation had 71 respondents.
A range of participants from various organisations attended, as well as constituents from Bendigo and the
surrounding area. Throughout the Gender Equality roadshow my office worked closely with local women’s health
organisations to help ensure constituents had the opportunity to attend the forums.
I would like to thank the Member for Bendigo West and the Member for Macedon for attending the consultation,
and for their ongoing commitment to improving outcomes for women and girls in their community.
Victorians can still have their say on the Gender Equality Strategy by submitting their thoughts to
genderequality@dpc.vic.au.

Women
7287.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Women): In
relation to the Gender Equality Strategy roadshow Sale regional consultation on 10 August 2016:
(1)
(2)

how many people attended; and
what are the names of the organisations that had representatives in attendance.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
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I thank the Member for her question. This forum in Sale was one of seventeen public consultations that were held
as part of an eight-week roadshow to develop Victoria’s first Gender Equality Strategy.
In relation to the public forum in Sale, the RSVP list for the consultation had 40 respondents.
A range of participants from various organisations attended, as well as constitutes from Sale and the surrounding
area. Throughout the Gender Equality roadshow my office worked closely with local women’s health organisations
to help ensure that anyone who wanted to attend had the opportunity to do so.
Victorians can still have their say on the Gender Equality Strategy by submitting their thoughts to
genderequality@dpc.vic.gov.au.

Women
7288.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Women): In
relation to the Gender Equality Strategy roadshow: Senior Victorians consultation on 25 August 2016
(1)
(2)

how many people attended; and
what are the names of the organisations that had representatives in attendance.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
I thank the Member for her question. This forum with elderly Victorians was one of seventeen public consultations
that were held as part of an eight-week roadshow to develop Victoria’s first Gender Equality Strategy.
In relation to this public forum, the RSVP list for the consultation had 45 respondents.
A range of participants from various regions and community organisations attended this forum, including
representatives from a range of culturally and linguistically diverse communities. Throughout the consultation
process, my office worked closely with women’s health organisations throughout Victorian to help encourage
constituents to attend.
Victorians can still have their say on the Gender Equality Strategy by submitting their thoughts to
genderequalitydpc.vic.gov au

Women
7289.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Women): In
relation to the Gender Equality Strategy roadshow Culturally and Linguistically diverse Victorians
consultation on 25 August 2016:
(1)
(2)

how many people attended; and
what are the names of the organisations that had representatives in attendance.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
I thank the Member for her question. This forum with Victorians from culturally and linguistically diverse
background was one of seventeen public consultations that were held as part of an eight-week roadshow to develop
Victoria’s first Gender Equality Strategy.
In relation to this public forum, the RSVP list for the consultation had 45 respondents.
A range of participants from various regions and community organisations attended this forum, including
representatives from a range of culturally and linguistically diverse communities. My office worked closed with the
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Victorian Multicultural Commission to ensure a broad range of Victorians were encouraged to participate at this
forum.
Victorians can still have their say on the Gender Equality Strategy by submitting their thoughts to
genderequalitydpc.vic.gov.au.

Women
7290.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Women): In
relation to the Gender Equality Strategy roadshow Young Victorians consultation on 26 August 2016:
(1)
(2)

how many people attended; and
what are the names of the organisations that had representatives in attendance.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
I thank the Member for her question. This forum with young Victorians was one of seventeen public consultations
that were held as part of an eight-week roadshow to develop Victoria’s first Gender Equality Strategy.
In relation to this public forum, the RSVP list for the consultation had 56 respondents.
A range of participants from various regions attended this forum, including representatives from local youth
advisory committees and networks.
Victorians can still have their say on the Gender Equality Strategy by submitting their thoughts to
genderequalitydpc.vic.gov.au.

Women
7291.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Women): In
relation to the Gender Equality Strategy roadshow Victorians with a disability consultation on 9 August
2016:
(1)
(2)

how many people attended; and
what are the names of the organisations that had representatives in attendance.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
I thank the Member for her question. This forum with Victorians with a disability was one of seventeen public
consultations that were held as part of an eight-week roadshow to develop Victoria’s first Gender Equality Strategy.
In relation to this public forum, the RSVP list for the consultation had 30 respondents. My office worked closed
with Women with Disabilities Victoria to ensure a range of Victorians with a disability could participate in this
forum.
Victorians can still have their say on the Gender Equality Strategy by submitting their thoughts to
genderequalitydpc.vic.gov.au

Women
7292.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Women): In
relation to the Gender Equality Strategy roadshow LGBTI Victorians consultation on 9 August 2016:
(1)

how many people attended; and
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what are the names of the organisations that had representatives in attendance.

ANSWER:
I am informed that
I thank the Member for her question. This forum with LGBTI Victorians was one of seventeen public consultations
that were held as part of an eight-week roadshow to develop Victoria’s first Gender Equality Strategy
In relation to this public forum, over 40 people attended this event.
A range of participants from various regions and community organisations attended this forum, including
representatives from a range of culturally and linguistically diverse communities. My office worked closed with the
Commissioner for Gender and Sexuality Commissioner to help ensure a broad range of Victorians had the
opportunity to provide input into the Strategy.
Victorians can still have their say on the Gender Equality Strategy by submitting their thoughts to
genderequality@dpc.vic.gov.au.

Women
7293.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Women): In
relation to the Gender Equality Strategy roadshow Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics
(STEM), innovation and small business consultation on 23 August 2016:
(1)
(2)

how many people attended; and
what are the names of the organisations that had representatives in attendance.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
I thank the Member for her question. This forum with Victorians in STEM, small business and innovation was one
of seventeen public consultations that were held as part of an eight-week roadshow to develop Victoria’s first
Gender Equality Strategy.
In relation to this public forum, the RSVP list for this consultation had 71 respondents.
A range of participants from various organisations attended this forum. My office worked closely with the Minister
for Small Business, Innovation and Trade to ensure a broad range of Victorians had an opportunity to participate in
this consultation.
Victorians can still have their say on the Gender Equality Strategy by submitting their thoughts to
genderequality@dpc.vic.gov.au

Women
7294.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Women): In
relation to your six-week Gender Equality Roadshow:
(a)
(b)

paying particular attention to Key Performance Indicators, how will the roadshow be evaluated;
and
will a thorough evaluation of the program be published for the public to view.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
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I thank the Member for her question. Seventeen forums were held as part this roadshow, focusing on developing
Victoria’s first Gender Equality Strategy. These consultations allowed our government to hear ideas on how to
improve the lives of Victorian women, right from the women who this Strategy will belong to.
Consultations were held in Bendigo, Ararat, Warrnambool, Sale, Shepparton, Mildura, Wangaratta and
metropolitan Melbourne. I also held a series of targeted consultations with members of the CALD community,
young and elderly Victorians, those with a disability, members of the LGBTI community and those working in
specific industries.
The strategy, to be released this year, aims to embed equality and respect for women and men within as many
public and private organisations as possible. It will also push for change at a Commonwealth level.
A critical part of the Victorian Gender Equality Strategy will be an outcomes framework comprising clear
measures and KPIs to evaluate Victoria’s progress towards gender equality.
Victorians can still have their say on the Gender Equality Strategy by submitting their thoughts to
genderequality@dpc.vic.gov.au.

Women
7295.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Women): What
was the total cost of the Gender Equality Strategy roadshow regional consultation held in Bendigo on
24 August 2016.

ANSWER:
I thank the Member for her question. Seventeen forums were held as part this roadshow, focusing on developing
Victoria’s first Gender Equality Strategy. These consultations allowed our government to hear ideas on how to
improve the lives of Victorian women, right from the women who this Strategy will belong to.
Consultations were held in Bendigo, Ararat, Warrnambool, Sale, Shepparton, Mildura, Wangaratta and
metropolitan Melbourne. I also held a series of targeted consultations with members of the CALD community,
young and elderly Victorians, those with a disability, members of the LGBTI community and those working in
specific industries.
The strategy, to be released this year, aims to embed equality and respect for women and men within as many
public and private organisations as possible. It will also push for change at a Commonwealth level.
The Gender Equality Strategy consultation process was concluded on 9 September 2016. As such the total cost of
the consultation in Bendigo is being reconciled.

Women
7296.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Women): What
was the total cost of the Gender Equality Strategy roadshow regional consultation held in Sale on
10 August 2016.

ANSWER:
I thank the Member for her question. Seventeen forums were held as part this roadshow, focusing on developing
Victoria’s first Gender Equality Strategy. These consultations allowed our government to hear ideas on how to
improve the lives of Victorian women, right from the women who this Strategy will belong to.
Consultations were held in Bendigo, Ararat, Warrnambool, Sale, Shepparton, Mildura, Wangaratta and
metropolitan Melbourne. I also held a series of targeted consultations with members of the CALD community,
young and elderly Victorians, those with a disability, members of the LGBTI community and those working in
specific industries.
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The strategy, to be released this year, aims to embed equality and respect for women and men within as many
public and private organisations as possible. It will also push for change at a Commonwealth level.
The Gender Equality Strategy consultation process was concluded on 9 September 2016. As such the total cost of
the consultation in Sale is being reconciled.

Women
7297.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Women): What
was the total cost of the Gender Equality Strategy roadshow consultation held for Science, Technology,
Engineering, Mathematics (STEM), innovation and small businesses on 23 August 2016.

ANSWER:
I thank the Member for her question. Seventeen forums were held as part this roadshow, focusing on developing
Victoria’s first Gender Equality Strategy. These consultations allowed our government to hear ideas on how to
improve the lives of Victorian women, right from the women who this Strategy will belong to.
Consultations were held in Bendigo, Ararat, Warrnambool, Sale, Shepparton, Mildura, Wangaratta and
metropolitan Melbourne. I also held a series of targeted consultations with members of the CALD community,
young and elderly Victorians, those with a disability, members of the LGBTI community and those working in
specific industries.
The strategy, to be released this year, aims to embed equality and respect for women and men within as many
public and private organisations as possible. It will also push for change at a Commonwealth level.
The Gender Equality Strategy consultation process was concluded on 9 September 2016. As such the total cost of
the consultation focusing on STEM, small business and innovation is being reconciled.

Women
7298.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Women): What
was the total cost of the Gender Equality Strategy roadshow consultation held for Senior Victorians on
25 August 2016.

ANSWER:
I thank the Member for her question. Seventeen forums were held as part this roadshow, focusing on developing
Victoria’s first Gender Equality Strategy. These consultations allowed our government to hear ideas on how to
improve the lives of Victorian women, right from the women who this Strategy will belong to.
Consultations were held in Bendigo, Ararat, Warrnambool, Sale, Shepparton, Mildura, Wangaratta and
metropolitan Melbourne. I also held a series of targeted consultations with members of the CALD community,
young and elderly Victorians, those with a disability, members of the LGBTI community and those working in
specific industries.
The strategy, to be released this year, aims to embed equality and respect for women and men within as many
public and private organisations as possible. It will also push for change at a Commonwealth level.
The Gender Equality Strategy consultation process was concluded on 9 September 2016. As such the total cost of
the consultation with senior Victorians is being reconciled.

Women
7299.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Women): What
was the total cost of the Gender Equality Strategy roadshow consultation held for culturally and
linguistically diverse Victorians on 25 August 2016.
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ANSWER:
I thank the Member for her question. Seventeen forums were held as part this roadshow, focusing on developing
Victoria’s first Gender Equality Strategy. These consultations allowed our government to hear ideas on how to
improve the lives of Victorian women, right from the women who this Strategy will belong to.
Consultations were held in Bendigo, Ararat, Warrnambool, Sale, Shepparton, Mildura, Wangaratta and
metropolitan Melbourne. I also held a series of targeted consultations with members of the CALD community,
young and elderly Victorians, those with a disability, members of the LGBTI community and those working in
specific industries.
The strategy, to be released this year, aims to embed equality and respect for women and men within as many
public and private organisations as possible. It will also push for change at a Commonwealth level.
The Gender Equality Strategy consultation process was concluded on 9 September 2016. As such the total cost of
the consultation held for Victorians from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds is being reconciled.

Women
7300.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Women): What
was the total cost of the Gender Equality Strategy roadshow consultation held for Young Victorians on
26 August 2016.

ANSWER:
I thank the Member for her question. Seventeen forums were held as part this roadshow, focusing on developing
Victoria’s first Gender Equality Strategy. These consultations allowed our government to hear ideas on how to
improve the lives of Victorian women, right from the women who this Strategy will belong to.
Consultations were held in Bendigo, Ararat, Warrnambool, Sale, Shepparton, Mildura, Wangaratta and
metropolitan Melbourne. I also held a series of targeted consultations with members of the CALD community,
young and elderly Victorians, those with a disability, members of the LGBTI community and those working in
specific industries.
The strategy, to be released this year, aims to embed equality and respect for women and men within as many
public and private organisations as possible. It will also push for change at a Commonwealth level.
The Gender Equality Strategy consultation process was concluded on 9 September 2016. As such the total cost of
the consultation for young Victorians is being reconciled.

Women
7301.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Women): What
was the total cost of the Gender Equality Strategy roadshow consultation held for Victorians with a
disability on 9 August 2016.

ANSWER:
I thank the Member for her question. Seventeen forums were held as part this roadshow, focusing on developing
Victoria’s first Gender Equality Strategy. These consultations allowed our government to hear ideas on how to
improve the lives of Victorian women, right from the women who this Strategy will belong to.
Consultations were held in Bendigo, Ararat, Warrnambool, Sale, Shepparton, Mildura, Wangaratta and
metropolitan Melbourne. I also held a series of targeted consultations with members of the CALD community,
young and elderly Victorians, those with a disability, members of the LGBTI community and those working in
specific industries.
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The strategy, to be released this year, aims to embed equality and respect for women and men within as many
public and private organisations as possible. It will also push for change at a Commonwealth level.
The Gender Equality Strategy consultation process was concluded on 9 September 2016. As such the total cost of
the consultation for Victorians with a disability is being reconciled.

Women
7302.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Women): What
was the total cost of the Gender Equality Strategy roadshow consultation held for LGBTI Victorians on
9 August 2016.

ANSWER:
I thank the Member for her question. Seventeen forums were held as part this roadshow, focusing on developing
Victoria’s first Gender Equality Strategy. These consultations allowed our government to hear ideas on how to
improve the lives of Victorian women, right from the women who this Strategy will belong to.
Consultations were held in Bendigo, Ararat, Warrnambool, Sale, Shepparton, Mildura, Wangaratta and
metropolitan Melbourne. I also held a series of targeted consultations with members of the CALD community,
young and elderly Victorians, those with a disability, members of the LGBTI community and those working in
specific industries.
The strategy, to be released this year, aims to embed equality and respect for women and men within as many
public and private organisations as possible. It will also push for change at a Commonwealth level.
The Gender Equality Strategy consultation process was concluded on 9 September 2016. As such the total cost of
the consultation with LGBTI Victorians is being reconciled.

Women
7303.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Women): What
was the agenda for the Gender Equality Strategy roadshow regional consultation held in Bendigo on
24 August 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
I thank the Member for her question. Over 1000 Victorians participated in the forums that were held as part of an
eight-week roadshow to help develop Victoria’s first Gender Equality Strategy.
The agenda for this session considered a range of these themes for improving outcomes for women in regional and
rural Victoria. This included discussion of innovative initiatives and strategies within local communities that have
worked to enhance opportunities for women and girls.
The participant responses to each question were then shared across the consultation group and reported back for a
whole of group discussion.
I would like to thank the Member for Bendigo West and the Member for Macedon for attending the consultation,
and for their ongoing commitment to improving outcomes for women and girls in their community.
Victorians can still have their say on the Gender Equality Strategy by submitting their thoughts to
genderequality@dpc.vic.gov.au.
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Women
7304.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Women): What
was the agenda for the Gender Equality Strategy roadshow regional consultation held in Sale on
10 August 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
I thank the Member for her question. Over 1000 Victorians participated in the forums that were held as part of an
eight-week roadshow to help develop Victoria’s first Gender Equality Strategy.
The agenda for this session considered a range of these themes for improving outcomes for women in regional and
rural Victoria. This included discussion of innovative initiatives and strategies within local communities that have
worked to enhance opportunities for women and girls.
The participant responses to each question were then shared across the consultation group and reported back for a
whole of group discussion.
Victorians can still have their say on the Gender Equality Strategy by submitting their thoughts to
gendereduality@dpc.vic.gov.au.

Women
7305.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Women): What
was the agenda for the Gender Equality Strategy roadshow consultation held for Science, Technology,
Engineering, Mathematics (STEM), innovation and small businesses on 23 August 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
I thank the Member for her question. Over 1000 Victorians participated in the forums that were held as part of an
eight-week roadshow to help develop Victoria’s first Gender Equality Strategy.
The agenda for this session considered the barriers and enables for women within these industries. This included
discussion of initiatives that participants have seen work to promote gender equality.
The participant responses to each question were then shared across the consultation group and reported back for a
whole of group discussion.
Victorians can still have their say on the Gender Equality Strategy by submitting their thoughts to
gendereduality@dpc.vic.gov.au

Women
7306.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Women): What
was the agenda for the Gender Equality Strategy roadshow consultation held for Senior Victorians on
25 August 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
I thank the Member for her question. Over 1000 Victorians participated in the forums that were held as part of an
eight-week roadshow to help develop Victoria’s first Gender Equality Strategy.
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The agenda for this session considered themes of improving outcomes and opportunities for older Victorians. This
included discussion of innovative initiatives and strategies that would make a critical difference to boost older
women’s equality in Victoria.
The participant responses to each question were then shared across the consultation group and reported back for a
whole of group discussion.
Victorians can still have their say on the Gender Equality Strategy by submitting their thoughts to
genderequality@dpc.vic.gov.au.

Women
7307.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Women): What
was the agenda for the Gender Equality Strategy roadshow consultation held for culturally and
linguistically diverse Victorians on 25 August 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
I thank the Member for her question. This forum for Victorians from culturally and linguistically diverse
communities was one of seventeen public consultations that were held as part of an eight-week roadshow to
develop Victoria’s first Gender Equality Strategy.
The agenda for this session included themes of employment and education, health and wellbeing, and leadership
and community participation.
The participant responses to each question were then shared across the consultation group and reported back for a
whole of group discussion.
Victorians can still have their say on the Gender Equality Strategy by submitting their thoughts to
genderequality@dpc.vic.gov.au.

Women
7308.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Women): What
was the agenda for the Gender Equality Strategy roadshow consultation held for Young Victorians on
26 August 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
I thank the Member for her question. Over 1000 Victorians participated in the forums that were held as part of an
eight-week roadshow to help develop Victoria’s first Gender Equality Strategy.
The agenda for this session consider the major challenges that young Victorians faced in relation to gender
equality. This included discussion on innovative initiatives participants have seen to improve gender equality, as
well as the role young Victorians can have in creating a more inclusive community.
The participant responses to each question were then shared across the consultation group and reported back for a
whole of group discussion.
Victorians can still have their say on the Gender Equality Strategy by submitting their thoughts to
genderequality@dpc.vic.gov.au.
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Women
7309.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Women): What
was the agenda for the Gender Equality Strategy roadshow consultation held for Leaders for gender
equality on 8 September 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
I thank the Member for her question. This forum for leaders for gender equality was one of seventeen public
consultations that were held as part of an eight-week roadshow to develop Victoria’s first Gender Equality Strategy.
The agenda for this session considered themes of improving the under-representation of women in leadership roles.
This included discussion on overcoming gender bias in recruitment and promotion, and flexible working
arrangements.
The participant responses to each question were then shared across the consultation group and reported back for a
whole of group discussion.
Victorians can still have their say on the Gender Equality Strategy by submitting their thoughts to
genderequality@dpc.vic.gov.au.

Women
7310.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Women): What
was the agenda for the Gender Equality Strategy roadshow consultation held for Corporate leaders on
8 September 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
I thank the Member for her question. This forum for corporate leaders was one of seventeen consultations that were
held as part of an eight-week roadshow to develop Victoria’s first Gender Equality Strategy.
The agenda for this session included consideration of strategies used within the corporate sector that bridge the
gender gap. These discussions included particular focus on the representation of women in senior leadership roles,
the gender pay gap, workplace cultures and inflexible working options.
The participant responses to each question were then shared across the consultation group and reported back for a
whole of group discussion.
Victorians can still have their say on the Gender Equality Strategy by submitting their thoughts to
genderequality@dpc.vic.gov.au

Women
7311.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Women): What
was the agenda for the Gender Equality Strategy roadshow consultation held for Victorians with a
disability on 9 August 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
I thank the Member for her question. Over 1000 Victorians participated in the forums that were held as part of an
eight-week roadshow to help develop Victoria’s first Gender Equality Strategy.
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The agenda for this session considered initiatives and strategies to improve outcomes for women and girls with a
disability. This included discussion of the innovative practices that increase equality, leadership and participation
for women with disabilities.
The participant responses to each question were then shared across the consultation group and reported back for a
whole of group discussion.
Victorians can still have their say on the Gender Equality Strategy by submitting their thoughts to
genderequality@dpc.vic.gov.au.

Women
7312.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Women): What
was the agenda for the Gender Equality Strategy roadshow consultation held for LGBTI Victorians on
9 August 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
I thank the Member for her question. Over 1000 Victorians participated in the forums that were held as part of an
eight-week roadshow to help develop Victoria’s first Gender Equality Strategy.
The agenda for this session considered themes and priorities that the LGBTI community consider as being vital to
the Strategy. The discussion considered innovative initiatives and strategies that could be built upon to improve
outcomes for LGBTI Victorians.
The participant responses to each question were then shared across the consultation group and reported back for a
whole of group discussion.
Victorians can still have their say on the Gender Equality Strategy by submitting their thoughts to
genderequality@dpc.vic.gov.au.

Emergency services
7313.

MS HARTLAND — To ask the Minister for Small Business, Innovation and Trade (for the Minister
for Emergency Services): In relation to the Fire Services Review:
(1)

(2)

is there any funding in the 2016-17 budget to implement the findings of the fire services review,
for example additional training activities, strategies to improve the workplace culture and reduce
bullying, fitness and wellness programs, all of which were recommended and the
recommendations accepted by the government; and
the government has given itself 5 years to implement many recommendations of the fire services
review, what accountability measures are there to ensure the government is moving towards and
achieving the recommendation outcomes.

ANSWER:
1.

Funding to begin implementing the recommendations of the Fire Services Review will be provided through
the existing emergency services budget. The Government will continue to make record investments in our fire
services, giving them the equipment, facilities and training they require to keep Victoria safe.

2.

The Department of Justice and Regulation is currently finalising the governance and reporting structure to
oversee implementation of recommendations from the Fire Services Review.
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Health
7314.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Albury Wodonga Health:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Albury Wodonga Health.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
– replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7315.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Alexandra District Hospital:
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is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Alexandra District Hospital.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7316.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Alpine Health:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
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what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Alpine Health.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7317.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Bairnsdale Regional Health Service:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Bairnsdale Regional Health Service.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7318.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Ballarat Health Services:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Ballarat Health Services.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
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The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7319.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Barwon Health:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Barwon Health.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
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– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7320.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Bass Coast Regional Health:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at Bass
Coast Regional Health.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
– replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
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The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7321.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Beaufort and Skipton Health Service:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Beaufort and Skipton Health Service.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
– replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.
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Health
7322.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Beechworth Health Services:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Beechworth Health Service.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
– replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7323.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Benalla Health:
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is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Benalla Health.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
– replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7324.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Bendigo Health Care Group:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
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what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Bendigo Health Care Group.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
– replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7325.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Boort District Health:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Boort District Health.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7326.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Casterton Memorial Hospital:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Casterton Memorial Hospital.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
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The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7327.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Castlemaine Health:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Castlemaine Health.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
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– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7328.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Central Gippsland Health Service:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Central Gippsland Health Service.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
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The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7329.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Cobram District Health:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Cobram District Health.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.
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7330.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Cohuna District Hospital:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Cohuna District Hospital.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7331.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Colac Area Health:
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(d)
(e)
(f)
(2)
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is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
ColacArea Health.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7332.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Djerriwarrh Health Services:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
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what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Djerriwarrh Health Services.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7333.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Dunmunkle Health Services:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Dunmunkle Health Services.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7334.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to East Grampians Health Services:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at East
Grampians Health Services.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
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The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7335.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to East Wimmera Health Services:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at East
Wimmera Health Services.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
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– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7336.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Echuca Regional Health:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Echuca Regional Health.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
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The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7337.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Edenhope and District Hospital:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Edenhope and District Hospital.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.
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Health
7338.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Gippsland Southern Health Service:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Gippsland Southern Health Service.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7339.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Goulburn Valley Health:
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is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Goulburn Valley Health.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7340.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Heathcote Health:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
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what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Heathcote Health.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7341.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Hepburn Health Service:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Hepburn Health Service.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7342.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Hesse Rural Health Service:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and
(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative
at Hesse Rural Health Service.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
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The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7343.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Heywood Rural Health:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and
(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative
at Heywood Rural Health.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
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– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7344.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Inglewood and District Health Service:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Inglewood and District Health Service.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
– replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
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The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7345.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Kerang District Health:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Kerang District Health.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.
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7346.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Kilmore and District Hospital:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Kilmore and District Hospital.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7347.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Kooweerup Regional Health Service:
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(d)
(e)
(f)
(2)
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is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Kooweerup Regional Health Service.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7348.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Kyabram and District Health Service:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
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what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Kyabram and District Health Service.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7349.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Kyneton District Health Service:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Kyneton District Health Service.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7350.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Latrobe Regional Hospital:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Latrobe Regional Hospital.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
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The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7351.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Lorne Community Hospital:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Lorne Community Hospital.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
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– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7352.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Maldon Hospital:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Maldon Hospital.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
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The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7353.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Maryborough District Health Service:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Maryborough District Health Service.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.
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Health
7354.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Melton Health:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Melton Health.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7355.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Melton Base Hospital:
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is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Mildura Base Hospital.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7356.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Moyne Health Services:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
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what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Moyne Health Services.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7357.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Nathalia District Hospital:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Nathalia District Hospital.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7358.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Northeast Health Wangaratta:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Northeast Health Wangaratta.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
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The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7359.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Numurkah District Health Service:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Numurkah District Health Service.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
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– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7360.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Omeo District Health:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Omeo District Health.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
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The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7361.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Orbost Regional Health:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Orbost Regional Health.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.
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MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Otway Health and Community Services:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Otway Health and Community Services.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7363.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Portland District Health:
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(2)
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is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Portland District Health.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7364.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Robinvale District Health Services:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
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what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Robinvale District Health Services.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7365.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Rochester and Elmore District Health Service:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Rochester and Elmore District Health Service.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7366.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Rural Northwest Health:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Rural Northwest Health.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
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The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7367.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Seymour Health:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Seymour Health.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
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– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7368.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to South Gippsland Hospital:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
South Gippsland Hospital.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
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The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7369.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to South West Healthcare:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
South West Healthcare.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.
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7370.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Stawell Regional Health:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Stawell Regional Health.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7371.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Swan Hill District Health:
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is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Swan Hill District Health.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7372.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Tallangatta Health Service:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
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what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Tallangatta Health Service.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7373.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Terang and Mortlake Health Service:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Terang and Mortlake Health Service.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7374.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Timboon and District Healthcare Service:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Timboon and District Healthcare Service.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
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The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7375.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Upper Murray Health and Community Services:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Upper Murray Health and Community Services.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
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– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7376.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to West Gippsland Healthcare Group:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
West Gippsland Healthcare Group.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
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The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7377.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to West Wimmera Health Service:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
West Wimmera Health Services.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.
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Health
7378.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Western District Health Service:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Western District Health Service.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7379.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Wimmera Health Care Group:
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(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(2)

Tuesday, 11 October 2016

is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Wimmera Health Care Group.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7380.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Yarram and District Health Service:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
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what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Yarram and District Health Service.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7381.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Yarrawonga Health:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at
Yarrawonga Health.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Health
7382.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Health):
Regarding the Government’s announcement on 22 August 2016 of the re-instatement of the Greener
Government Buildings program, and specifically the installation of highly efficient LED lighting in
regional health care facilities.
(1)

With regard to Yea and District Memorial Hospital:
(a) is it proposed to install LED lighting at any facilities operated by this organisation;
(b) if so, where is the facility of where are the facilities located;
(c) what is the anticipated cost of the installation at this facility/facilities;
(d) what are the anticipated operational cost savings for the facilities/facilities over five years;
(e) how many tonnes of greenhouse gases does the Government estimate will be abated each
calendar year as a consequence of the completion of the installation at the facility/facilities;
(f) what ‘avoided capital costs’ for the facility/facilities will arise as a result of this initiative;
and

(2)

the Government’s announcement refers to ‘creating jobs’ as an outcome of the Greener
Government Buildings program, how many jobs will be created as a result of this initiative at Yea
and District Memorial Hospital.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Last month the Andrews Labor Government reinstated the award winning Greener Government Buildings (GGB)
Program which was scrapped under the former Coalition Government.
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The Government will reboot the program with a $33 million investment over the next two years to save energy and
reduce greenhouse emissions across a number of government buildings and infrastructure. This will include:
– installing new lighting technologies and upgrading heating and cooling systems at Gordon TAFE in Geelong,
and Peninsula Health facilities, including the Frankston Hospital;
- replacing all of Victoria’s freeway lighting with efficient and long lasting LED technology; and
– installing solar power and highly-efficient LED lighting in hundreds of Victorian schools and regional
healthcare facilities.
Money saved on energy bills will repay the initial investment in just five years and will continue to save energy for
years to come.
The specifics of the projects to be implemented under the GGB Program is yet to be confirmed, and will be the
subject of a number of tender processes over the coming year. Further information will be made available on the
DTF website as each project progresses and the scope (costs, savings, technologies, etc) is established.
The GGB Program will save an estimated $100 million and proves that greenhouse gas abatement does not need to
be expensive.

Roads and road safety
7456.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Roads and Road
Safety): From the most recent count, how many pedestrians and cyclists on average use Bolton Street in
Eltham each day.

ANSWER:
A pedestrian and cyclist count was undertaken at 17 locations along Bolton Street between Main Road and Bridge
Street on 16 September 2015 between 6.00am and 8.00pm. A cumulative total of 228 cyclists and 1037 pedestrians
were recorded at these 17 locations during this time.

Roads and road safety
7457.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Roads and Road
Safety): Why did the Government choose not to include dedicated turning lanes when considering how
to upgrade Bolton Street in Eltham especially as access in and out of side streets was a key theme in
community consultations.

ANSWER:
The current design developed in consultation with the community is available at www.roads.vic.gov.au.

Roads and road safety
7458.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Roads and Road
Safety): How will the Government’s works to upgrade Bolton Street improve the congestion and traffic
flows in the wider road network in the Eltham region.

ANSWER:
The benefits of the Bolton Street upgrade is to improve local amenity, minimise road safety risks and improve
traffic flow and road conditions.
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Roads and road safety
7459.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Roads and Road
Safety): When will onsite works for upgrading Bolton Street in Eltham begin, how long will these
works take and when will they be completed.

ANSWER:
Construction is expected to commence in late 2017.

Roads and road safety
7460.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Roads and Road
Safety): In regards to the upgrade to Bolton Street in Eltham:
(1)
(2)

does the Government intend to acquire any land to undertake the upgrade; and
if so, from whom and for how much.

ANSWER:
(1)

There are no proposals to acquire any land as part of the Bolton Street upgrade. All works will be undertaken
within the existing road reserve.

(2)

Not applicable.

Roads and road safety
7461.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Roads and Road
Safety): Will any trees need to be removed to upgrade Bolton Street in Eltham

ANSWER:
Detailed design is required to refine the project design and the engagement of an arborist, to determine the final
extent of tree and vegetation removal will be required.

Roads and road safety
7462.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Roads and Road
Safety): How much of the 1.58km of Eltham’s Bolton Street will have sealed shoulders when the
Government’s works upgrading the road are completed.

ANSWER:
To improve drainage along Bolton Street, kerb and channel and associated drainage will be constructed along the
entire length between Main Road and Bridge Street.

Roads and road safety
7463.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Roads and Road
Safety): In regards to the Bolton Street upgrade:
(1)
(2)

what estimates have been made of the potential disruption to traffic especially the travel times for
more than 19 000 vehicles that use Bolton Street each day while it is being upgraded; and
what plans does the Government have to minimise that disruption for residents and road users.
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ANSWER:
A traffic management strategy will be developed during the pre-construction phase of the project to determine the
traffic staging and construction methodologies for the works. VicRoads will review the likely impacts to traffic
along Bolton Street as part of this strategy development. The strategy will also include timeframes (start and end
dates) for each stage of the works.
VicRoads aims to minimise disruption to residents, businesses and road users during the construction period.

Roads and road safety
7466.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Agriculture (for the Minister for Roads and Road
Safety): What assessment has the Government done regarding the effectiveness of the bus lanes in
Fitzsimmons Lane, Templestowe.

ANSWER:
VicRoads is currently investigating the operation of the Fitzsimons Lane corridor, which includes the intersections
of Main Road / Bolton Street, Main Road / Fitzsimons Lane, Fitzsimons Lane / Porter Street / Williamsons Road
and Williamsons Road / Foote Street.
The effectiveness of the bus lanes will be assessed as part of this investigation.

Emergency services
7467.

MS WOOLDRIDGE — To ask the Minister for Small Business, Innovation and Trade (for the
Minister for Emergency Services): When will the new CFA station in Eltham be formally opened.

ANSWER:
The official opening of the Eltham Country Fire Authority Fire Station is scheduled for November 2016.

Families and children
7472.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to Aboriginal children in
out-of-home care: How many Aboriginal children in out-of-home care were not placed with an
Aboriginal kinship or foster carer in:
(1)
(2)

2015; and
between 1 January and 30 June 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Data relating to the proportion of Aboriginal children placed with relatives/kin can be found in the 2016-17
Victorian Budget Papers.
The Andrews Labor Government has provided $16.5 million in the 2016-17 State Budget to better support
Aboriginal children and families, including a stronger focus on the recruitment of Aboriginal carers.
One of the aims of the implementation of the Aboriginal Principal Officers reforms, under section 18 of the
Children, Youth and Families Act 2005, is to increase the extent to which Aboriginal organisations are authorised
to make decisions about Aboriginal children, including decisions about the placement of children in out of home
care. It is intended that this reform will result in a greater proportion of Aboriginal children in out of home care
placed in the care of kin.
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Families and children
7473.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to foster carer recruitment
and a question to the Minister on 17 August 2016 asking how many had been recruited to date where
the Minister answered that more than 1000 enquiries on becoming a foster carer had been received:
What number of these enquiries originated in:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)

Metropolitan Melbourne;
Victoria;
New South Wales;
Queensland;
South Australia;
Western Australia;
Northern Territory;
India;
China;
New Zealand;
USA;
Canada;
United Kingdom; and
other countries not listed.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
All enquiries reported are from Victoria. The number of enquiries reported to date include those people who have
registered their interests via the new centralised enquiry line and web form. The website enquiry form does not
accept postcodes outside of Victoria and phone enquiries are directed to their appropriate state provider and
recorded as out-of-scope for the purpose of assessment and accreditation to become a Victorian foster carer.

Families and children
7474.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to foster carer recruitment
and the more than 1000 enquiries on becoming a foster received as advised by the Minister:
(1)
(2)
(3)

were job advertisements for foster carers placed on the recruitment website SEEK;
how many interviews have been conducted as a result of the more than 1000 enquiries; and
how many foster carers have been recruited from the more than 1000 enquiries.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Andrews Labor Government is committed to making a difference to the lives of all children.
Finding suitable foster carers for children and young people is an ongoing challenge; a challenge that the previous
Coalition Government ignored.
Despite losing more foster carers from the system than were entering, the former Coalition government had no
strategy or coordinated approach to attracting, recruiting and retaining carers. This function was undertaken by each
individual foster care agency in Victoria.
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Last year, I announced $3.2 million towards a foster care recruitment and retention strategy. This has enabled 26
foster care agencies in Victoria to come together for the very first time under one centralised approach to the
attraction and recruitment of foster carers through the Fostering Connections website. Advertisements were not
placed on the recruitment website SEEK.
As the Member notes in her question, the campaign has attracted over 1000 new enquiries (a 173% increase) from
people interested in providing foster care. Community services organisations are responsible for the training and
assessment of prospective carers. The process of assessment and suitability of these people is underway.
The Andrews Labor Government’s first budget provided $31.4 million over four years to improve financial support
for carers–the first increase in a decade. Increased payments began from 1 January 2016. The 2016-17 Budget
further invested $16.2 million to provide increased support for carers and children. This initiative addresses barriers
to the recruitment and retention of foster, kinship and permanent carers by providing additional funding to support
the children with the most complex needs.

Families and children
7475.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to foster carer recruitment
and the more than 1000 enquiries on becoming a foster received as advised by the Minister: How many
enquiries were received from
(1)
(2)

within Australia; and
overseas.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
All reported enquires were received from within Victoria, in Australia.

Families and children
7476.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to unallocated child
protection cases: The DHHS website does not contain numerical figures for allocated and unallocated
child protection client cases, however publishes statewide unallocated clients as a percentage which
requires the data: For each DHHS region listed below what are the numbers of allocated and
unallocated child protection client cases on 30 June 2016:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)

Barwon;
Bayside Peninsula;
Brimbank Melton;
Central Highlands;
Goulburn;
Hume Moreland;
Inner Eastern Melbourne;
Inner Gippsland;
Loddon;
Mallee;
North Eastern Melbourne;
Outer Eastern Melbourne;
Outer Gippsland;
Oven Murray;
Southern Melbourne;
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(16) Western District; and
(17) Western Melbourne.
ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Department of Health & Human Services operates across four Departmental Divisions that provide strategic
oversight and coordination for the seventeen areas within them.
Unlike the previous Coalition Government, there are a number of additional performance measures that are now
available on the Department’s website, not only by quarter but by Division also.
The Member should welcome the degree of transparency afforded by this Government given it was not the practice
of her own government to do the same.
Data related to the average rate of unallocated cases as at 30 June 2016, by Division and by quarter, will be
available in the 2015-16 Department of Health and Human Services Annual Report.

Families and children
7477.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to the age of clients in the
Parkville Youth Justice Centre: How many 18-year-old youths were either on remand or in detention at
Parkville Youth Justice Centre as at:
(1)
(2)
(3)

June 2015;
December 2015; and
June 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Data relating to young people in youth justice facilities on remand is contained in the Youth Parole Board Annual
Report.
The Andrews Labor Government is dedicated to the diversion of young people from remand and linking them with
supports in the community, where appropriate.
The court is responsible for decisions regarding remand and bail and on making its decision, must be satisfied on a
range of considerations, as outlined in the Bail Act 1977.

Families and children
7480.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In regards to a written response
received by Minister Mikakos relating to a Parkville Youth Justice Centre incident on 26 March 2016:
on what date was the Worksafe Order adhered to.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
As per the response provided at the time, given the commitment to address the improvement notice, WorkSafe has
lifted the PIN.
A workplace inspection has since been undertaken and WorkSafe has been notified that all works to meet the
Improvement Notice have been completed.
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Women
7481.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Women): In
relation to the Gender Equality Strategy roadshow:
(1)
(2)

how many people attended the Leaders for gender equality consultation on 8 September 2016; and
what are the names of the organisations that had representatives in attendance.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
I thank the Member for her question. The Leaders for Gender Equality forum was held as part of an eight-week
roadshow to develop Victoria’s first Gender Equality Strategy. In total, over 1000 Victorians participated in the
face-to-face consultations across the State.
In relation to the Leaders for Gender Equality forum, the RSVP list for the consultation had 102 respondents.
Victorians can still have their say on the Gender Equality Strategy by submitting their thoughts to
genderequality@dpc.vic.gov.au.

Women
7482.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Women): In
relation to the Gender Equality Strategy roadshow:
(1)
(2)

how many people attended the Corporate leaders’ consultation on 8 September 2016; and
what are the names of the organisations that had representatives in attendance.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
I thank the Member for her question. The Corporate Leaders forum was held as part of an eight-week roadshow to
develop Victoria’s first Gender Equality Strategy. In total, over 1000 Victorians participated in the face-to-face
consultations across the State.
In relation to the Corporate Leaders forum, the RSVP list for the consultation had 91 respondents.
Victorians can still have their say on the Gender Equality Strategy by submitting their thoughts to
genderequalityAdpc.vic.gov.au.

Women
7483.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Women): What
was the total cost of the Gender Equality Strategy roadshow consultation held for Leaders for gender
equality on 8 September 2016.

ANSWER:
I thank the Member for her question. Over 1000 Victorians participated in the consultations that were held as part
this roadshow to develop the State’s first Gender Equality Strategy.
Consultations were held in Bendigo, Ararat, Warrnambool, Sale, Shepparton, Mildura, Wangaratta and
metropolitan Melbourne. I also held a series of targeted consultations with members of the CALD community,
young and elderly Victorians, those with a disability, members of the LGBTI community and those working in
specific industries.
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The strategy, to be released this year, aims to embed equality and respect for women and men within as many
public and private organisations as possible. It will also push for change at a Commonwealth level.
The Gender Equality Strategy consultation process was concluded on 9 September 2016. As such the total cost of
the consultation for leaders for gender equality is being reconciled.

Women
7484.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Women): What
was the total cost of the Gender Equality Strategy roadshow consultation held for Corporate leaders on
8 September 2016.

ANSWER:
I thank the Member for her question. Over 1000 Victorians participated in the consultations that were held as part
this roadshow to develop the State’s first Gender Equality Strategy.
Consultations were held in Bendigo, Ararat, Warrnambool, Sale, Shepparton, Mildura, Wangaratta and
metropolitan Melbourne. I also held a series of targeted consultations with members of the CALD community,
young and elderly Victorians, those with a disability, members of the LGBTI community and those working in
specific industries.
The strategy, to be released this year, aims to embed equality and respect for women and men within as many
public and private organisations as possible. It will also push for change at a Commonwealth level.
The Gender Equality Strategy consultation process was concluded on 9 September 2016. As such the total cost of
the consultation for corporate leaders is being reconciled.

Energy, environment and climate change
7495.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Special Minister of State (for the Minister for Energy, Environment
and Climate Change): With regards to Werribee Park, how many event permits were issued in 2014/15.

ANSWER:
Parks Victoria manages Werribee Park under the Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978. In the 2014/15 financial year,
Parks Victoria issued 163 event permits for Werribee Park. These events ranged from small private events such as
corporate functions, smaller-scale community-based walks and runs, and family fun days to large-scale events such
as the So French So Chic, Children’s Hospital Easter Egg Hunt, Let Them Eat Cake Music Festival, the
Multi-Cultural Festival and the National Equestrian 3-Day Event.

Energy, environment and climate change
7503.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Special Minister of State (for the Minister for Energy, Environment
and Climate Change): What was the financial contribution of Parks Victoria towards the conservation of
Aboriginal rock art in the Grampians National Park and Black Range State Park in:
(1)
(2)

2014/15; and
2015/16.

ANSWER:
Aboriginal occupation of the Grampians dates back well over 20 000 years and the area contains the majority of
surviving Aboriginal rock art sites in south-east Australia.
Over the past 10 years, several areas of the Grampians National Park and the Black Range State Park have been
impacted by fire and flood events. There are several recovery projects underway in these parks which include
works to protect the Aboriginal rock art.
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In the 2015/2016 financial year, Parks Victoria spent a total of $21 472 on the assessment, interpretation and
conservation of rock art sites in the Grampians National Park and the Black Range State Park.
In the 2014/2015 financial year, Parks Victoria spent a total of $4618 on the assessment and conservation of rock
art sites in the Grampians National Park and the Black Range State Park.

Families and children
7537.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to pre-purchased
kindergarten places for Aboriginal families and children: what is the requirement for vaccinations for
Aboriginal children attending kindergarten on a pre-purchased place.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
The Pre-purchased Kindergarten Places Pilot has reserved kindergarten places in participating kindergarten services
for children experiencing vulnerability or disadvantage, who may present outside normal enrolment periods.
Children who access pre-purchased kindergarten places in 2016 are subject to the same immunisation requirements
as all children attending kindergarten in Victoria.
These requirements are the subject of the No Jab No Play law, which took effect from 1 January 2016.
Full details are available at
https://www2.health.vic.gov.au/public-health/immunisation/vaccinationchildren/no-jab-no-play

Families and children
7607.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to clients in the custodial
setting:
(1)
(2)

between 1 January 2016 and 14 September 2016 how many clients who have entered the custodial
setting have reported incidents that have occurred prior to them entering the custodial setting; and
how many of those reported incidents are category 1 incidents.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
It is unclear from the Members question which custodial setting is being referred to.

Families and children
7611.

MS SPRINGLE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: Is there any Victorian
government-funded project that is profiling the nature and extent of sexual exploitation of children in
out-of-home care across Victoria.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Keeping Children Safe from Sexual Exploitation Strategy was endorsed by my government in July 2015, and
is overseen by an interdepartmental committee, chaired by my department. The committee includes representatives
from the Department of Education and Training, Department of Justice and Regulation, Department of Premier and
Cabinet and Victoria Police.
Priority one of this strategy is the Enhanced Response Model, a joint initiative of Child protection and Victoria
Police; which specifically profiles the nature and extent of the sexual exploitation of children in out of home care.
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Central to the Enhanced Response Model is stronger joint planning that is supported through formal local
governance arrangements and a case management approach by both child protection and Victoria Police. The
primary purpose is to stop the sexual exploitation of child protection clients and hold perpetrators to account.
The Enhanced Response Model pilot commenced on 4 July 2016 and will run for six months prior to full scale
deployment. The pilot sites include Epping, Dandenong, Brimbank, Ballarat and Shepparton.
A SOCIT Investigator from Victoria Police will be allocated to each child protection client that is identified as
being sexually exploited. The trial reflects a victim-focused policing model.
My department and Victoria Police are making significant breakthroughs in the fight to identify sexual exploitation,
protect children and disrupt and prosecute abusers.
Disruption tactics such as issuing harbouring notices and intervention orders are also deterring perpetrator
behaviour.
To support this strategy the 2015-2016 Victorian State budget provided $2.076 million over four years to employ
four child protection senior practitioners dedicated to addressing sexual exploitation. They work collaboratively
with child protection, Victoria police and members of the non-government sector. These positions have led to the
sector developing an increased knowledge and understanding of child sexual exploitation and greater identification
of children and young people at risk of sexual exploitation.

Families and children
7613.

MS SPRINGLE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: Do current guidelines ensure that
all children and young people who are involved in a Critical Incident are invited to provide evidence
during the reporting process.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The current Department guidelines, Responding to Allegations of Physical or Sexual Assault Instruction Technical
Update 2014, is available on the Department’s website. The immediate response requirements to an allegation of
physical or sexual assault that involves children or young people includes supporting the child through the justice
process such as facilitating arrangements with police for interviews and examination of evidence.

Families and children
7615.

MS SPRINGLE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: Does the Government have any
plans to move the responsibility for carrying out Quality of Care investigations from the Department of
Health and Human Services to an independent authority.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The quality of care process guides the Department of Health and Human Services response to allegations about the
quality of care a child receives in out-of-home care placements.
There is no current plan to move the responsibility for carrying out Quality of Care investigations from the
Department of Health and Human Services to an independent authority.

Families and children
7616.

MS SPRINGLE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to Recommendation 3 of
the Commission for Children and Young Persons’ report as a Good Parent Would, that an independent
authority should be resourced to hear complaints directly from children and young people in
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out-of-home care, for which on 19 August 2015 the Minister announced in-principle support: Can the
Minister confirm:
(1)
(2)

that the Government will be acting on this recommendation, and
in what timeframe.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In March 2014, the Victorian Auditor-General found that “…there has been a fundamental failure to oversee and
ensure the safety of children in residential care.” At a time when serious issues relating to residential care facilities
was made public, the former Coalition Government failed to take measures to keep children living in residential
care safe.
In February 2015, the Andrews Labor Government introduced spot audits in residential care units for the first time.
There was $1.5 million allocated towards spot audits of residential care units to ensure the highest standards of care
in units managed by non-government agencies.
Audit officers will look at relevant documentation in addition to observing practice and staffto-client interactions.
They speak to all of the children and young people in the residential unit, if the children and young people are
willing to do so. Any complaint by a young person would be followed up by the appropriate action.
In March 2015, the Andrews Labor Government announced $43 million for Targeted Care Packages which aim to
move children out of residential care and into home-based care. These packages are an innovative and flexible
solution that will lead to better supported placements and better life outcomes for the children and young people in
care.
There were a number of critical gaps identified by the Auditor General in 2014, one of which was regarding an
independent advocate of children and young people.
In June 2016, the Victorian Auditor General’s Office tabled an audit following up on recommendations made from
the 2014 audit, Residential Care Services for Children.
This follow-up audit found that the Department of Health & Human Services has initiated action to address all of
the recommendations and underlying issues from the 2014 audit.
The Department of Health and Human Services is working with the Commission for Children and Young People’s
Independent Visitor Program for residential care, which uses trained community visitors to listen to children and
young people’s experiences of being in residential care.
The Department is further undertaking activity to promote and improve children and young people in residential
care’s awareness of the complaints process available to them, including independent options.

Families and children
7617.

MS SPRINGLE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: Are all direct-care and managerial
staff in residential care, foster carers, and statutory kinship carers, mandated to undergo training in the
prevention and response to sexual abuse, grooming and sexual exploitation through either the
Residential Care Learning and Development Strategy or induction training.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Residential care workers receive training so they are equipped to deal with complex behavioural issues. There has
been $3 million allocated over two years for the Department of Health & Human Services to enhance the
professional skills and capabilities of all residential care staff.
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In addition to this, the Department also provides the Centre for Excellence in Child & Family Welfare over
$600 000 annually for training of residential care staff under the Residential Care Learning and Development
Strategy (RCLDS).
Despite the former Coalition Government being aware in 2014 that approximately one third of residential care staff
had no relevant qualifications, they took no action to address this.
In May 2016, I announced $8 million for mandatory vocational training for all Victorian residential care workers
by December 2017. The training scheme will accelerate the upskilling of the workforce that provides essential care
and support services to extremely vulnerable children and young people.
In the interim, the Residential Care Learning and Development Strategy offers a range of voluntary training and
professional development opportunities including: managing sexualised behaviour, sexual exploitation and
normative sexual behaviour.
All prospective foster carers are required to participate in mandatory pre-service training, which includes
information on identifying, understanding and responding to disclosures of abuse, including sexual abuse.
A state-wide learning and development strategy for kinship and foster carers is being developed, which will include
voluntary training in areas such as sexual abuse, grooming and sexual exploitation.
From 1 January 2016, the Andrews Labor Government also introduced compulsory minimum standards for all
organisations that provide services to children to help ensure the safety of children (the Child Safe Standards).
The standards include having screening, supervision, training and other human resource practices that reduce the
risk of child abuse by new and existing personnel, as well as processes for responding to and reporting suspected
child abuse, and strategies to identify and reduce or remove risks of child abuse.

Families and children
7619.

MS SPRINGLE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: To what extent is accreditation for
foster carers tiered (incorporating different levels of reimbursement and of monitoring and training
requirements, depending on the assessed needs of each child in care).

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Accreditation is a process of screening, assessment and training. Accreditation, which occurs through a
specifically-convened foster care panel, is a decision rather than a tiered service. While “accreditation” is not tiered
as such, accreditation may specify approval for a type of care appropriate to the skills, circumstances, and
experience of an individual carer.
At the beginning and during a placement of a child, the supervising community service organisation will continue
to determine the level of monitoring, support and training for a carer by assessing the level of need of the child in
care as well as the carer’s needs.
My department will then consult the community service organisation to assess and determine the appropriate care
allowance level based on the individual needs of each child.

Families and children
7620.

MS SPRINGLE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: What pre-service training is
required for statutory kinship carers.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
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The Department of Health and Human Services is currently developing a new combined foster and kinship care
learning and development strategy.
I was also pleased to recently announce a range of new initiatives to build on training supports for kinship carers,
including a $19.2 million funding boost to improve supports for kinship, foster and permanent carers, through
access to more training, support and financial assistance.
I also recently announced $2.2 million to 10 Aboriginal Community Controlled Organisations across Victoria for
increased supports to Aboriginal children and young people in kinship care and their carers.

Families and children
7621.

MS SPRINGLE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: When was the most recent full
review of the current kinship care model undertaken.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
A review of Victoria’s kinship care model was completed in June 2016.

Families and children
7622.

MS SPRINGLE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to assessment visits from
authorities to accredited foster and statutory kinship care households:
(1)
(2)

are all accredited foster and statutory kinship care households subject to an annual unannounced
assessment visit from authorities; and
if not, does the Government plan to introduce such a requirement (and in what timeframe).

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Community service organisations are required to comply with the Department of Health and Human Services’
Program requirements for home-based care in Victoria, Interim revised edition, April 2014.
It requires CSOs to ensure that the safety of the carer’s home and environment is monitored through regular contact
with carers and home visits at least monthly, depending on the level of need of the child in care as well as the
carer’s needs.
It also requires a formal annual home and environment check to be undertaken using visits to the carer’s home and
other checks in order to confirm their continuing appropriateness, availability and capacity to care.

Families and children
7623.

MS SPRINGLE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to children and young
people transitioning out of residential care:
(1)

(2)

does the Department of Health and Human Services have a policy that ensures, to the best extent
possible, that children and young people who are transitioned out of residential care are not
transitioned into temporary or inappropriate accommodation; and
if so, what are the details of this policy.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
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The best interests of the child is the paramount consideration in all placement decisions impacting on the child or
young person. This is reflected as part of the Secretary of the Department of Health & Human Services duties
under the Children Youth and Families Act 2005 as well as through the placement planning principles outlined in
the department’s Placement coordination and placement planning framework (2012).
The Placement coordination and placement planning framework outlines that the placement of a child or young
person into out of home care, which would include changes in a child or young person’s placement, is to be based
on an assessment of the individual child or young person’s needs, with the best interests of the child as the
paramount consideration.
The Program requirements for residential care in Victoria (April 2015) requires that young people are well prepared
and services are in place to support their exit from care. Community Service Organisations develop transition care
plans for young people 15 years or older in collaboration with the young person and their care team.
The Government invests over $11 million each year in a range of leaving care support programs including
specialist homelessness funded leaving care services linked to accommodation.

Families and children
7625.

MS SPRINGLE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: Will the Independent Visitor
Program be expanded across all residential care units, and in what timeframe.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Independent Visitor program for residential care is a pilot program being conducted by the Commission for
Children and Young People. A decision as to the potential expansion of the program across all residential care units
will be made by the Commission for Children and Young People and be informed by the evaluation of the
Independent Visitor Program completed in June 2016.

Families and children
7626.

MS SPRINGLE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: How are registration standards for
organisations accredited to provide residential care for children and young people are reviewed.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Department of Health and Human Services Standards represent a single set of service quality standards for
Department funded service providers and Department managed services.
The Standards and Regulation Unit manages the accreditation and registration of out of home care providers under
the Children, Youth and Families Act 2005.
In September 2015, the Standards and Regulation Unit released the revised Human Services Standards evidence
guide, to provide organisations and independent review bodies with a user friendly, concise and practical tool to
assist with compliance with the Standards.
The revised evidence guide includes an Aboriginal culturally informed addendum along with a supplementary
resource tool, which were developed to assist organisations in meeting the Standards and delivering quality services
and outcomes for Aboriginal people, including children and young people.
I recently set performance improvement expectations for this unit including, increasing stakeholder engagement by
seeking feedback in relation to accreditation and registration activities; providing assistance to smaller
organisations to encourage regulatory compliance; reducing regulatory burden by simplifying systems and
processes and strengthening the Standards and Regulation Unit’s regulatory policy.
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Families and children
7627.

MS SPRINGLE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: What scholarships or other forms of
specific assistance are available to Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander applicants to improve specialist
skills in child and family welfare.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
It is unclear from the Member’s question what application process is being referred to.

Families and children
7628.

MS SPRINGLE — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: What is the number and proportion
of Departmental child protection caseworkers who are Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Department of Health and Human Services Aboriginal Employment Strategy 2016-2021 aims to significantly
increase our Aboriginal workforce, with a strong focus in child protection. This will be achieved through a number
of initiatives to increase the pipeline of Aboriginal candidates.
The Strategy has a stronger focus on the Department’s relationship with the Aboriginal community and a stronger
focus on engagement and partnership.
An Aboriginal child protection workforce engagement strategy has been developed to ensure Aboriginal people are
supported throughout the process of recruitment and employment within the Department.
The result of this engagement has led to a doubling of the number of Aboriginal staff working in child protection
since the beginning of 2016. Approximately 1.4% of our child protection workforce identify as Aboriginal.
Since the launch of the Child Protection Recruitment Strategy in May 2015, the Andrews Labor Government has
recruited over 350 child protection practitioners across the State.
We have achieved this by funding an effective recruitment strategy and addressing the high staff turnover rate that
occurred under the previous Coalition Government, where more than 600 jobs were also slashed from the then
Department of Human Services.
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Answers to the following questions on notice were circulated on the date shown.
Questions have been incorporated from the notice paper of the Legislative Council.
Answers have been incorporated in the form supplied by the departments on behalf of the appropriate ministers.
Headings reflect the portfolio of the minister answering the question.

Wednesday, 12 October 2016
Energy, environment and climate change
7160.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Regional Development (for the Minister for Energy and
Resources): Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been
purchased by the Electricity Supply Industry Reform Unit and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President's ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding 'fishing' questions and ask the
member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 'template' questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios in
one sitting week.

Ports
7188.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister Regional Development (for the Minister for Ports): Between 1
January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been purchased by the Port of
Melbourne Corporation and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President's ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding 'fishing' questions and ask the
member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 'template' questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios in
one sitting week.

Energy, environment and climate change
7200.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Regional Development (for the Minister for Energy and
Resources): Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been
purchased by the Department of Primary Industries (Victoria) and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President's ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding 'fishing' questions and ask the
member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 'template' questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios in
one sitting week.

Energy, environment and climate change
7201.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Regional Development (for the Minister for Energy and
Resources): Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been
purchased by Energy Safe Victoria and what is the total cost.
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ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone.
I would refer the member to the President's ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding 'fishing' questions and ask the
member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 'template' questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios in
one sitting week.

Training and skills
7223.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills: Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June
2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been purchased by Skills Victoria and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
In the sitting week of 30th August to 1st September there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition
alone.
I would refer the member to the President's ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding 'fishing' questions and ask the
member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 'template' questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios in
one sitting week.

Tourism and major events
7224.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Special Minister of State (for the Minister for Tourism and Major
Events): Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been purchased
by Tourism Victoria and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
Last sitting week there were more than 2100 questions asked from the opposition alone. I would refer the member
to the President's ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding 'fishing' questions and ask the member reconsider the
priority of the more than 100 'template' questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios in one sitting week.

Tourism and major events
7236.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Special Minister of State (for the Minister for Tourism and Major
Events): Why have the details of the appointment of Jonathan Tribe as Chief Executive of Federation
Square not been made available on the Public Board Appointments Victorian Government website,
despite a government media release titled “New Federation Square Chief Executive Appointed” dated
12th July, 2016, announcing the appointment.

ANSWER:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the Federation Square Board and Federation Square Chief Executive Officer.

Agriculture
7237.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Agriculture: Why do the details of the appointment of
Geoff Ellis to the Fisheries Cost Recovery Standing Committee fail to appear on the Public Board
Appointments Victorian Government website.
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ANSWER:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the board.

Agriculture
7238.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Agriculture: Why do the details of the appointment of
Markus Nolle to the Fisheries Cost Recovery Standing Committee fail to appear on the Public Board
Appointments Victorian Government website.

ANSWER:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the board.

Agriculture
7239.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Agriculture: Why do the details of the appointment of
Gary Leonard to the Fisheries Cost Recovery Standing Committee fail to appear on the Public Board
Appointments Victorian Government website.

ANSWER:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the board.

Agriculture
7240.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Agriculture: Why do the details of the appointment of
Edward Meggitt to the Fisheries Cost Recovery Standing Committee fail to appear on the Public Board
Appointments Victorian Government website.

ANSWER:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the board.

Agriculture
7241.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Agriculture: why do the details of the appointment of
Mark Edwards to the Fisheries Cost Recovery Standing Committee fail to appear on the Public Board
Appointments Victorian Government website.

ANSWER:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the board.

Agriculture
7242.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Agriculture: Why do the details of the appointment of
Terry Truscott to the Fisheries Cost Recovery Standing Committee fail to appear on the Public Board
Appointments Victorian Government website.
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ANSWER:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the board.

Training and skills
7272.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills: Why do the details of the appointment
of Anne Astin to the William Angliss Institute fail to appear on the Public Board Appointments
Victorian Government website.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the board.

Training and skills
7273.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills: Why do the details of the appointment
of John Pandazopoulos to the William Angliss Institute fail to appear on the Public Board
Appointments Victorian Government website.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the board.

Training and skills
7274.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills: Why do the details of the appointment
of Matteo Pignatelli to the William Angliss Institute fail to appear on the Public Board Appointments
Victorian Government website.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the board.

Training and skills
7275.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills: Why do the details of the appointment
of Beth Schofield to the William Angliss Institute fail to appear on the Public Board Appointments
Victorian Government website.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the board.
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Training and skills
7276.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills: Why do the details of the appointment
of Karon Hepner to the William Angliss Institute fail to appear on the Public Board Appointments
Victorian Government website.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the board.

Training and skills
7282.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills: In relation to the current vacancy
listed on the board of AMES Australia according to the Public Board Appointments Victorian
Government website:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

has someone been appointed to permanently occupy the position;
what is the date of such an appointment, if it has occurred;
what is the reason why the appointment has not been updated on the website, if such an
appointment has occurred;
what is the process to find a replacement; and
what is the duration of time the position has been vacant, if it remains to be filled permanently.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the board.

Training and skills
7283.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills: According to the Public Board
Appointments Victorian Government website, Georgina Benton is listed eleven times as a Historical
Member of the Centre for Adult Education (CAE):
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

why she has been entered separately eleven times, without mention of any other members;
who else sits on the Board for the CAE, if any;
the reason for their absence from the list of board members on the website;
why their appointments have failed to appear on the website; and
the functions a “Historical Member” is required to perform.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
The Public Board Appointments Victorian Government website is regularly updated to reflect the current status of
the board.

Women
7482.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Families and Children (for the Minister for Women): In
relation to the Gender Equality Strategy roadshow:
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(1)
(2)

Wednesday, 12 October 2016

how many people attended the Corporate leaders’ consultation on 8 September 2016; and
what are the names of the organisations that had representatives in attendance.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
I thank the Member for her question. The Corporate Leaders forum was held as part of an eight-week roadshow to
develop Victoria's first Gender Equality Strategy. In total, over 1000 Victorians participated in the face-to-face
consultations across the State.
In relation to the Corporate Leaders forum, the RSVP list for the consultation had 91 respondents.
Victorians can still have their say on the Gender Equality Strategy by submitting their thoughts to
genderequality@dpc.vic.gov.au.

Energy, environment and climate change
7495.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Special Minister of State (for the Minister for Energy, Environment
and Climate Change): With regards to Werribee Park, how many event permits were issued in 2014/15.

ANSWER:
Parks Victoria manages Werribee Park under the Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978. In the 2014/15 financial year,
Parks Victoria issued 163 event permits for Werribee Park. These events ranged from small private events such as
corporate functions, smaller-scale community-based walks and runs, and family fun days to large-scale events such
as the So French So Chic, Children's Hospital Easter Egg Hunt, Let Them Eat Cake Music Festival, the MultiCultural Festival and the National Equestrian 3-Day Event.

Energy, environment and climate change
7503.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Special Minister of State (for the Minister for Energy, Environment
and Climate Change): What was the financial contribution of Parks Victoria towards the conservation of
Aboriginal rock art in the Grampians National Park and Black Range State Park in:
(1)
(2)

2014/15; and
2015/16.

ANSWER:
Aboriginal occupation of the Grampians dates back well over 20,000 years and the area contains the majority of
surviving Aboriginal rock art sites in south-east Australia.
Over the past 10 years, several areas of the Grampians National Park and the Black Range State Park have been
impacted by fire and flood events. There are several recovery projects underway in these parks which include
works to protect the Aboriginal rock art.
In the 2015/2016 financial year, Parks Victoria spent a total of $21,472 on the assessment, interpretation and
conservation of rock art sites in the Grampians National Park and the Black Range State Park.
In the 2014/2015 financial year, Parks Victoria spent a total of $4,618 on the assessment and conservation of rock
art sites in the Grampians National Park and the Black Range State Park.
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Thursday, 13 October 2016
Corrections
7140.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Corrections):
Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been purchased by the
Adult Parole Board and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
I would refer the member to the Presidents ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask the
member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios in
one sitting week.

Corrections
7141.

MRS PEULICH — To ask the Minister for Training and Skills (for the Minister for Corrections):
Between 1 January 2015 and 30 June 2016 how many ergonomic chairs have been purchased by the
Justice Health Ministerial Advisory Committee and what is the total cost.

ANSWER:
I would refer the member to the President’s ruling from 10 December 2015 regarding ‘fishing’ questions and ask
the member reconsider the priority of the more than 100 ‘template’ questions she alone asked across 20 portfolios
in one sitting week.

Families and children
7537.

MS CROZIER — To ask the Minister for Families and Children: In relation to pre-purchased
kindergarten places for Aboriginal families and children: what is the requirement for vaccinations for
Aboriginal children attending kindergarten on a pre-purchased place.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
The Pre-purchased Kindergarten Places Pilot has reserved kindergarten places in participating kindergarten services
for children experiencing vulnerability or disadvantage, who may present outside normal enrolment periods.
Children who access pre-purchased kindergarten places in 2016 are subject to the same immunisation requirements
as all children attending kindergarten in Victoria.
These requirements are the subject of the No Jab No Play law, which took effect from 1 January 2016.
Full details are available at
https://www2.health.vic.gov.au/public-health/immunisation/vaccinationchildren/no-jab-no-play
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